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PAGES: 147 

Positioning of nucleosomes within the 30nm fiber is fundamental in understanding how 

DNA compaction regulates gene expression. Numerous studies have focused on determining the 

structure, however; no studies have assessed the structure genome-wide. In this study, a new in 

silico methodology for genome-wide nucleosome arrangement was assessed through the use of 

randomly generating in silico datasets for the solenoid, solenoid-interdigitated, cross-linker (with 

odd and even n), twisted ribbon, and twisted ribbon-interdigitated. A PERL script was written to 

generate six in silico datasets from the human genome based on patterns and probabilities of close 

proximity nucleosomes, and align various length terminal ends of the sequences to the genome. A 

graphical representation was used to assess the genome-wide pattern of paired sequence 

alignments for each model. Whole genome sequence data from formaldehyde fixed HeLa cells 

were filtered, aligned, and compared to the models. Lack of sufficient experimental alignments 

yielded inconclusive model determination. 
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CHAPTER 1 
DNA compaction and the 30nm chromatin fiber 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 Gene regulation contributes to a myriad of common and complex health aspects.  Folding 

and unfolding of DNA into higher-ordered chromatin structures regulates the physical 

accessibility of genes to transcription factors and thus regulates gene expression.  This regulation 

causes shifts in gene expression patterns within the cell that are influenced by internal and 

external environmental factors.  These gene regulation shifts can cause a variety of health 

changes.  The 30nm fiber is the stepping stone to higher-ordered chromatin, and is comprised of 

nucleosomes arranging in a specific architecture.  Identifying how these nucleosomes are 

positioned within chromatin fiber structures will facilitate identification of the mechanisms that 

regulate gene expression.   

Compacting of DNA into chromosomes during cell division is still a mystery after 

decades of research.  Only primary compaction of DNA is known with high certainty.  Primary 

compaction consists of 147 bps of DNA wrapping around a nucleosome core particle (NCP) 

(Woodcock and Ghosh, 2010).  This primary level of DNA compaction creates a beads-on-a-

string characteristic, and sets up a structure for further compaction.  Secondary compaction 

consists of condensing the NCPs into a 30nm chromatin fiber.  Several models have been 
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reported for the internal three-dimensional NCP architecture of the 30nm chromatin fiber, 

however; the exact NCP arrangement is not known (Robinson, et al., 2006).  Additional DNA 

compaction events condense the 30nm fiber further, first into a 100-130nm chromatin fiber, and 

then into a 200-250nm chromatin fiber before finally condensing into 500-750nm chromatin 

fiber; a full mitotic chromosome (Figure 1) (Woodcock and Ghosh, 2010).  The final level of 

DNA compaction is estimated to condense DNA 10,000 to 20,000 times more than non-

compacted DNA. 

Figure 1.  DNA compaction from the DNA helix to the fully compacted metaphase 
chromosome.  The DNA helix is progressively compacted in approximately 5 stages to form the 
metaphase chromosome.  This figure illustrates that compaction of 2nm DNA strands into a 10nm 
beads on a string before condensing into higher-order structures of the 300nm extended fiber 
(Loops), before finally condensing into the 500-750nm metaphase chromatin fiber 
(Chromosome).  The structure of the first level of compaction, beads-on-a-string, is well known, 
but subsequent levels are not known.  Adapted from http://youngbloodbiology.wikispaces.com/.   
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 Nucleosomes facilitate the compaction of DNA on all levels of compaction (Woodcock 

and Ghosh, 2010).  Nucleosomes measure 11nm in diameter and 5.7nm in height (Widom and 

Klug, 1985).  Nucleosomes are comprised of eight histones that form an octomer core particle.  

Histones are proteins that contain both DNA binding regions that allow the DNA to wrap around 

the histone, and protein binding regions that allow interaction with adjacent histones and other 

proteins.  The octomer is created from three subunits; two identical H2A/H2B subunits, and one 

tetra-histone subunit containing two of each H3 and H4 histones (Bartova, et al., 2008).  DNA 

wrapping around nucleosomes creates functional units called nucleosome repeats.  Nucleosome 

repeats are the segments of the beads-on-a-string that are between the start of one nucleosome 

and the start of the next adjacent nucleosome.  The nucleosome repeat length (NRL) is equal to 

the 147bp of DNA wrapped around the nucleosome plus the length of DNA that is located 

between the nucleosome and the adjacent nucleosome, the linker DNA length. 

Tandem nucleosomes are linked together by variable length linker DNA (Woodcock and 

Ghosh, 2010).  Linker DNA can be between 0bp to 80bp in length.  The length of linker DNA 

varies between species, and even between various tissues within an individual organism.  Linker 

DNA length is determined by taking the NRL and subtracting 147bp; the length of DNA wrapped 

around a nucleosome.  Probability graphs of known linker DNA lengths show peaks at specific 

lengths.  These specific lengths are 159, 171, 178, 188, 192, 196, and 206bp (Widom, 1992).  Of 

these lengths, preferred lengths are separated by approximately 10bps.  This establishes a 

quantized linker DNA length of 147 + 10x.  One possible task of linker DNA is to bind to histone 

1 (H1), also known as the linker histone, and aid in further DNA compaction. 

During secondary DNA compaction, the nucleosomes fold together and are held in place 

by H1 (Thoma, et al., 1979; Woodcock and Ghosh, 2010).  H1 is associated with binding and 

protecting approximately 20bp of linker DNA from nucleases (Woodcock and Ghosh, 2010).  
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Removal of H1 causes subsequent loss of parts of linker DNA.  This loss causes disruption in 

transcription and even death; as seen in mice and drosophila.  Partial but incomplete secondary 

folding can occur without H1 being present (Routh, et al., 2008).  This partial folding inhibits 

further DNA compaction.  Secondary folding that lacks H1 is 2-fold less compact than folding 

with H1.  Although the specific three-dimensional nucleosome arrangement is not known, it is 

evident that H1 is necessary to maintain this secondary level of compaction, as well as further 

compaction into the metaphase chromosome.   

Three main models have been proposed for the internal three-dimensional nucleosome 

arrangement of the 30nm chromatin fiber: the solenoid, the cross-linker, and the twisted ribbon 

(Tremethick, 2007).   Each hypothesized nucleosome arrangement model has unique 

characteristics identifying how sequential nucleosomes stack to form the 30nm chromatin fiber 

including position of nucleosomes, position of linker DNA, and fiber diameter.  Differences in 

nucleosome stacking effect which nucleosomes are able to interact with each other within the 

30nm fiber.  These changes can also affect further DNA compaction as the chromatin fiber 

continues to fold into the metaphase chromosome.   

The solenoid model is characterized as a one-start helix model, where adjacent 

nucleosomes on the DNA strand align adjacently within the 30nm fiber, creating a one-ramp 

motif (Depken and Schiessel, 2009; Tremethick, 2007) (Figure 2A).  The nucleosomes are 

stacked on top of each other in a spiral.  This model does not necessarily specify the positioning 

of the linker DNA relative to the overall fiber structure, but it is believed to lie within the center 

of the fiber.  The presence of the linker DNA on either the inside or the outside of the fiber allows 

for varying linker DNA lengths within the genome.  A modified solenoid model has been 

theorized by taking sequential rows of nucleosomes and arranging them in an interdigitated motif: 

which has sequential rows of nucleosomes arranged in an interdigitated motif.  This 
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interdigitation of the 30nm chromatin fiber allows for greater compaction by physically stacking 

sequential rows of the chromatin fiber closer together.       

     

Figure 2.  Three possible models for nucleosome positioning within the 30nm chromatin 
fiber.  DNA wrapped around the nucleosome is shown in purple, and linker DNA is shown in 
yellow: nucleosomes are not shown in this figure.  A.  The solenoid model.  Adjacent 
nucleosomes (i±1) are positioned next to each other within the 30nm fiber and spiral with 
nucleosomes in sequential rows stacking on top of nucleosomes in previous rows.  Linker DNA is 
located along the inside of the nucleosomes.  B.  The twisted ribbon model.  Adjacent 
nucleosomes are positioned in a zig-zag pattern where nucleosomes i±2 are next to each other 
within the 30nm fiber. The zig-zag pattern wraps around the outside of the cylinder forming two 
ramps of nucleosomes: an even nucleosome ramp and an odd nucleosome ramp that are parallel 
to each other.  Linker DNA is located between the two ramps on the outside of the 30nm fiber.  
C.  The cross-linker model.  Adjacent nucleosomes are positioned across from each other within 
the fiber, while nucleosomes i±2 are next to each other within the 30nm fiber.  The nucleosomes 
form two ramps, and even nucleosome ramp and an odd nucleosome ramp that are anti-parallel to 
each other Linker DNA is located on the inside of the 30nm fiber between adjacent nucleosomes.  
Adapted from (Dorigo, et al., 2004; Wu, et al., 2007). 
 

The twisted ribbon model is characterized as a two-start helical model where adjacent 

nucleosomes on the DNA strand align in a zig-zag pattern which winds around the perimeter of 

the 30nm fiber, resulting in a parallel two-ramp motif (Figure 2B).   The zig-zag pattern forms a 
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major and minor groove double-helix where the two ramps of the helix are stacked on top of each 

other and interact with each other to hold the fiber together.  One ramp contains the odd 

numbered nucleosomes, while the even numbered nucleosomes are contained in the other ramp.  

This model suggests that the linker DNA is located between the two nucleosome ramps.  The 

presence of the linker DNA in this location does not constrict the linker DNA lengths that are 

available for this model.  While the number of nuclesomes per turn of the fiber is unknown, the 

number is about twice the number as in the solenoid and cross-linker models.   

The cross-linker model is characterized as a two-start helix model, where adjacent 

nucleosomes on the DNA strand align across from each other in the 30nm fiber, creating an anti-

parallel two-ramp motif (Depken and Schiessel, 2009; Tremethick, 2007) (Figure 2C).  The cross-

linking pattern forms a zig-zag motif that spirals the length of the fiber and results in a double-

helix pattern.  This model suggests that the linker DNA is located within the core of the 30nm 

chromatin fiber between tandem nucleosomes (Woodcock and Ghosh, 2010).  The presence of 

the linker DNA on the inside of the fiber constricts the linker DNA lengths available for this 

model due to steric hindrance.  

Properties of 30nm chromatin fiber that are traditionally analyzed as evidence for the 

differing nucleosome arrangements are significantly affected by salt concentrations (Depken and 

Schiessel, 2009; Robinson, et al., 2006; Thoma, et al., 1979; Woodcock and Ghosh, 2010).  These 

properties include fiber diameter, mass per unit, and nucleosomes per turn.  Each of these 

properties has been used collectively to define each of the nucleosome arrangement models, and 

are then used to confirm or reject models during analysis of the fibers.  The reliability of using 

these fiber properties has been questioned due to studies indicating that both the fiber diameter 

and mass per unit properties vary depending on salt conditions, or because these properties are 

inconclusive in distinguishing one nucleosome arrangement model over another model (Depken 
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and Schiessel, 2009).  This causes difficulties when salt concentrations are not equal to 

physiological conditions, or when salt concentrations change throughout the procedure.  A 

common experimental step for salt concentrations to change is during the DNA extraction, when 

it is changed to isolate DNA from cellular material.  Of these three fiber properties, linker DNA 

length is the only property that does not vary based on salt conditions. 

Linker DNA length is an important fiber property to investigate because it varies 

throughout the genome, it can determine which nucleosome arrangement model is viable for that 

region, and it does not change based on experimental conditions.  Linker DNA lengths determine 

the angle between adjacent nucleosome discs (Woodcock, et al., 1993).  This is a result of the 

twisting nature of the DNA helix.  Because the DNA helix completes a turn approximately every 

10.5bps, deviation from linker DNAs quantized every ~10bps will cause varying angles between 

adjacent nucleosomes.  The varying length of linker DNA and varying angles between adjacent 

nucleosomes throughout the genome indicates that multiple nucleosome models might be present 

throughout the genome. 

Although linker DNA length cannot confirm a particular nucleosome arrangement model, 

it can provide evidence towards a specific model.  The cross-linker model has the linker DNA 

located within the inside of the fiber.  This characteristic places limits on the size of the linker 

DNA that the cross-linker model can accommodate. Strong positive and linear correlations have 

been identified between linker DNA length and fiber diameter (Williams, et al., 1986).  Linker 

DNA length is also positively correlated to mass per unit (Depken and Schiessel, 2009; Williams, 

et al., 1986).  Considering the physical distance of the inner diameter of the fiber, short and long 

linker DNAs are not viable (Tremethick, 2007).  Short linker DNAs would cause the fiber to bow 

in at areas, while longer linker DNAs will cause the fiber to bow out.  The solenoid model 

potentially has the linker DNA located on either the inside or the outside of the fiber, allowing 
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any length of linker DNA to be present, and a hollow center to the fiber(Bartolome, et al., 1994).  

Analysis of linker DNA lengths within regions genome-wide is necessary to determine the 

function of linker DNA in DNA compaction and its variable length within different tissues, or 

within different regions of the genome (Routh, et al., 2008; Williams, et al., 1986).   

The in silico experimentation presented in this thesis will verify fiber internal organization 

without the limitations of fiber diameter and mass per unit.  Nucleosome proximity cross-links 

was be established using the cross-linking nature of formaldehyde to cross-link nucleosomes of 

close proximity within the 30nm chromatin similar to previous work (Woodcock and Ghosh, 

2010)(Figure 3).  Linker DNA was then snipped and dinucleosome complexes will be purified 

from the sample. This method allowed for a whole-genome approach of looking at the 30nm 

chromatin figure, and allowed placement of analyses to regions of the genome.   

These dinucleosome complexes were used to identify the spatial relationship of 

nucleosomes within the fiber.  Digestion and ligation steps will cause the DNA sequences that are 

wrapped around the nucleosomes of the dinucleosome complex to be linked together, regardless 

of the proximity of those DNA sequences within the original DNA strand.  Analysis of the 

number of nucleosomes skipped during generation of the dinucleosome complexes will provide 

new evidence to which nucleosome arrangement model is correct.   

These defining characteristics can be used to distinguish the nucleosome arrangement 

model for the localized region within the genome.  Identification of the nucleosome arrangement 

patterns in a dataset allows models to be distinguished from each other.  In the solenoid model, 

dinucleosome linkages should be between nucleosomes i + 1 and i + n (where n is equal to the 

number of nucleosomes per turn of the fiber) at probabilities of 50% and 50%, respectively 

(Grigoryev, et al., 2009; Perisic, et al., 2010; Szerlong and Hansen, 2011)(Figure 4). 
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Figure 3. Electron microscopy of captured internucleosomal interactions.  A.  Schematic of 
nucleosomes interactions within the one-start (solenoid) and two-start (cross-linker/twisted 
ribbon) models.  Cross-linking events are indicated by a star.  i indicates the first nucleosome 
where i+/-1 is consistent with the solenoid model, and i+/-2 is consistent with either the cross-
linker or twisted ribbon models.  B-S.  Electron microscopy images of nucleosomes cross-linked 
in a low salt environment without H1.  Cross-linked nucleosomes are indicated by arrows.  D’ 
and I’ are schematic drawings of D and I, respectively.  The numbers indicate the number of 
nucleosomes between cross-linking events.  From (Grigoryev, et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.  Internucleosomal interactions within the 3D structure of the solenoid model for 
the 30nm chromatin fiber.  Orange spheres indicate nucleosomes where potential interactions 
are denoted by purple lines.  Black lines indicate linker DNA.  Two distinct nucleosomal 
interactions within the solenoid-interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin fiber are illustrated: 
nucleosomes i to i+1 and i to i+n.  When n is equal to 6, we see nucleosomal arrays of length 2 
and 7 nucleosomes with equal probabilities of 50% for each array. 

In the solenoid-interdigitated model, the dinucleosome linkage pattern shifts to i + 1, i + n 

– 1, and i + n, at probabilities of 33%, 33%, and 33%, respectively(Grigoryev, et al., 

2009)(Figure 5).  

Figure 5.  Internucleosomal interactions within the 3D structure of the solenoid-
interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin fiber.  Orange spheres indicate nucleosomes 
where potential interactions are denoted by purple lines.  Black lines indicate linker DNA.  Three 
distinct nucleosomal interactions within the solenoid-interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin 
fiber are illustrated: nucleosomes i to i+1, i to i+n-1, and i to i+n.  When n is equal to 6, we see 
nucleosomal arrays of length 2, 6, and 7 nucleosomes with equal probabilities of 33.3% for each 
array.  
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In the cross-linker model, when n is even, dinucleosome linkages should be between 

nucleosomes i + 2, i + n + 1, and i + n – 1, at probabilities of 50%, 25%, and 25%, respectively 

(Figure 6); whereas when n is even, dinucleosome linkages should be between nucleosomes i + 2 

and i + n, at probabilities of 50% and 50%, respectively (Figure 7).   

Figure 6.  Internucleosomal interactions within the 3D structure of the cross linker model 
where with an even n for the 30nm chromatin fiber.  Orange spheres indicate nucleosomes 
where potential interactions are denoted by purple lines.  Black lines indicate linker DNA.  Three 
distinct nucleosomal interactions within the solenoid-interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin 
fiber are illustrated: nucleosomes i to i+2, i to i+n-1 and i to i+n+1.  When n is equal to 8, we see 
nucleosomal arrays of length 3, 8, and 10 nucleosomes with probabilities of 50%, 25% and 25%, 
respectively, for each array.

Figure 7.  Internucleosomal interactions within the 3D structure of the cross-linker model 
with an odd n for the 30nm chromatin fiber.  Orange spheres indicate nucleosomes where 
potential interactions are denoted by purple lines.  Black lines indicate linker DNA.  Two distinct 
nucleosomal interactions within the solenoid-interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin fiber 
are illustrated: nucleosomes i to i+2 and i to i+n.  When n is equal to 7, we see nucleosomal 
arrays of length 3 and 8 nucleosomes with equal probabilities of 50% for each array. 
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In the twisted ribbon model, dinucleosome linkages should be between nucleosomes i + 2 

and i + n - 1 at probabilities of 66.7% and 33.3% respectively (Figure 8).   

Figure 8.  Internucleosomal interactions within the 3D structure of the twisted ribbon 
model for the 30nm chromatin fiber.  Orange spheres indicate nucleosomes where potential 
interactions are denoted by purple lines.  Black lines indicate linker DNA.  Two distinct 
nucleosomal interactions within the solenoid-interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin fiber 
are illustrated: nucleosomes i to i+2 and i to i+n-1.  When n is equal to 14, we see nucleosomal 
arrays of length 3 and 14 nucleosomes with probabilities of 66.7% and 33.3%, respectively, for 
each array. 

In the interdigitated twisted ribbon model, the dinucleosome linkage pattern shifts to i + 

2, i + n - 1, and i + n + 1, at probabilities of 50%, 25%, and 25%, respectively (Figure 9).   

Figure 9.  Internucleosomal interactions within the 3D structure of the twisted ribbon-
interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin fiber.  Orange spheres indicate nucleosomes 
where potential interactions are denoted by purple lines.  Black lines indicate linker DNA.  Three 
distinct nucleosomal interactions within the solenoid-interdigitated model for the 30nm chromatin 
fiber are illustrated: nucleosomes i to i+2, i to i+n-1 and i to i+n+1.  When n is equal to 16, we 
see nucleosomal arrays of length 3, 16, and 18 nucleosomes with probabilities of 50%, 25% and 
25%, respectively, for each array. 
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With all the possibilities of potential linkage patterns (summarized in Table 1), it is 

important to not only look at the patterns, but the occurrence of these patterns and probabilities 

within regions of the chromosome.  The cross-linker model where n is even has the same 

nucleosome proximity patterns and probabilities as the twisted ribbon-interdigitated model.  

These models can however be distinguished from each other as the twisted ribbon models have a 

larger n than the cross-linker models; n is greater than 12 rather than being approximately 6-8 

nucleosomes.   

Table 1.  Probabilities of dinucleosome interactions within the 30nm chromatin fiber for 
each model.  The left hand column indicates the 30nm chromatin fiber models.  The top column 
indicates the distance between interacting nucleosomes where i is nucleosome 1 and n is the 
number of nucleosomes in one turn of the 30nm chromatin fiber. These interactions are expressed 
in percentages. 

  i + 1 i + 2 i + n - 1 i + n i + n + 1 
Solenoid 50% 

  
50% 

 Solenoid - Interdigitated 33.3% 
 

33.3% 33.3% 
 Cross-Linker (n is even) 

 
50% 25% 

 
25% 

Cross-Linker (n is odd) 
 

50% 
 

50% 
 Twisted Ribbon 

 
66.7% 33% 

  Twisted Ribbon - Interdigitated 
 

50% 25% 
 

25% 

 

Specific Aims and Rationale 
 

The goal of this thesis is to use computer generated datasets to test a new methodology 

for determination of the three-dimensional arrangement of nucleosomes within the 30nm 

chromatin fiber across the entire human genome.  With genes playing a vital role in an 

individual’s health, and gene regulation being controlled by DNA compaction, it is essential to 

understand DNA compaction.  This research utilized the generation of the in silico datasets to 

study  secondary DNA compaction, the 30nm chromatin fiber, and distinguishing the 30nm fiber 

nucleosome arrangements across the entire human genome.   
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Approach - Development of in silico method for analysis of the 30nm fiber on a genome-
wide scale  
 

To accomplish the task of distinguishing 30nm fiber nucleosome arrangements across the 

entire human genome, we first randomly generated six in silico model datasets; three datasets for 

the principle nucleosome arrangement models (solenoid, cross-linker where n is even, and twisted 

ribbon), and three datasets with one common modification to each of the principle nucleosome 

arrangement models (solenoid-interdigitated, cross-linker where n is odd, and twisted ribbon-

interdigitated).  These datasets were then aligned to the genome to determine if each dataset can 

be distinguished through nucleosome proximity cross-links.  The six datasets were also analyzed 

for specificity of sequences, viability in distinguishing the model, and to determine a noise 

threshold level. 

Analysis - Experimental analysis of the 30nm chromatin fiber on a genome-wide scale 
 

To assess the structure of the 30nm chromatin fiber within human cells, sequenced data 

from in vivo cross-linked nucleosomes of HeLa cells were used to study the 30nm chromatin 

fiber.  The experimental and control samples were ran and sequenced, and analyses were then run 

on them to distinguish nucleosome arrangements within the human genome. A comparison of the 

results from in silico and in vivo datasets were used to determine which nucleosome model is 

most prevalent in the genome.     

  



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 2 
Development of in silico method for analysis of the 30nm fiber on a genome-wide scale 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The 30nm fiber is the second level of DNA compaction, and is formed from the 

organized arrangement of nucleosomes into a highly compacted state.  Each proposed model of 

this highly compacted state is specific in how the nucleosomes are arranged within the fiber.  

Generation of model datasets will determine if the nucleosome proximity characteristic of each 

model is a viable method of distinguishing nucleosome arrangement models by cross-linking 

close proximity nucleosomes and analyzing the DNA located on these nucleosomes.  Randomly 

generated, genome-wide in silico datasets will be generated based on theorized cross-linking 

patterns and probabilities for the 30nm fiber nucleosome arrangement models: solenoid, solenoid-

interdigitated, cross-linker (n is even), cross-linker (n is odd), twisted ribbon, and twisted ribbon-

interdigitated.  Analysis of paired sequence alignments will help determine the effectiveness of 

the nucleosome proximity cross-linking method and identify any problems associated with the 

methodology.  These problems potentially include off-target alignments, sequence repeats, and 

non-specific alignments.   
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Materials and Methods 

Generation of model datasets 
 

Two distinct datasets of concatenated terminal end sequences were generated for each of 

the three prominent 30nm chromatin fiber folding models; one for the original form of the model, 

and a second for a modified version of the model. These datasets were generated using the human 

genome (NCBI build 36) by randomly seeking to a position on a particular chromosome, 

searching a defined length corresponding to binding patterns of close proximity nucleosomes for 

the specific model/modification, and generating a string by concatenating the 145nt terminal ends 

of the sequence (Figure 10).   

Sequence lengths for the model datasets were determined using model-specific close 

proximity nucleosome patterns and 10 common nucleosome repeat lengths.  Valid nucleosome 

repeat lengths were 159, 170, 171, 178, 188, 196, 206, 207, 217, and 218 (Widom, 1992).  The 

number and probability of nucleosomes skipped was unique to each model/modification, while 

the nucleosome repeat length was randomly selected for an individual sequence.  The sequence 

length was then calculated from the number of nucleosomes and the nucleosome repeat length.  

The 145nt terminal ends are the fragments of DNA that are wrapped around the first and the last 

nucleosome of the randomly searched string.  This methodology was chosen because it simulates 

the process in the experimental procedure, which is explained more in Chapter 3. 

The six datasets generated were as follows: solenoid (SN), solenoid-interdigitated (SN-I), 

cross-linker with an even n (CL-E), cross-linker with an odd n (CL-O), twisted ribbon (TR), and 

twisted ribbon-interdigitated (TR-I).  Each dataset consisted of 3000 sequences from each 

chromosome, resulting in 72000 sequences for each dataset.  Within each dataset, sequences were 
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separated into individual FASTA files for each chromosome to allow analysis between intra-

chromosomal and inter-chromosomal alignments.  Inner nucleosome number, nucleosome repeat 

length, sequence length, and position of sequence in chromosome were contained in both the 

sequence identifier and the description area of each sequence in the FASTA file.   

 

Figure 10.  Illustration of the generation of in silico model datasets.  In silico model datasets 
were generated by randomly seeking a position within chromosomes, and extracting DNA 
sequences with lengths (Total Base Pairs) equivalent to the base pair distance within nucleosomal 
interactions for the different 30nm chromatin fiber models.  Total Base Pairs is the length of 
DNA from the 5’ terminal of the first nucleosome (i) to the 3’ terminal of the last nucleosome (x) 
for each nucleosome array within the different 30nm chromatin fiber models.  A final sequence 
was generated by removing the internal sequence and splicing the 145nt ends of each sequence.  
The 145nt ends are the amount of DNA surrounding the first (i) and last (X) nucleosome.  
Sequence lengths of 50, 100, and 145nt from the 5’ and 3’ ends of the final sequence were 
aligned to the entire human genome and tallied.   
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Parameters for the generation of test sequences for each model were based on binding 

patterns and probabilities that are unique and distinguishable to each model (Table 1).  For the SN 

model, n was set to 6 (where n is equal to the number of nucleosomes per turn of the fiber), and 

concatenated terminal end sequences were generated from complete nucleosome arrays with 

nucleosome lengths equal to 2 or 7 at a ratio of 1:1, respectively.  For the SN-I model, n was set 

to 6, and concatenated terminal end sequences were generated from complete nucleosome arrays 

with nucleosome lengths equal to 2, 6, or 7 at a ratio of 1:1:1, respectively.  For the CL-E model, 

n was set to 6, and concatenated terminal end sequences were generated from complete 

nucleosome arrays with nucleosome lengths equal to 3, 6, or 8 at a ratio of 2:1:1, respectively.  

For the CL-O model, n was set to 7, and concatenated terminal end sequences were generated 

from complete nucleosome arrays with nucleosome lengths equal to 3 or 8 at a ratio of 1:1, 

respectively.  For the TR model, n was set to 7, and concatenated terminal end sequences were 

generated from complete nucleosome arrays with nucleosome lengths equal to 3 or 14 at a ratio of 

2:1, respectively.  For the TR-I model, n was set to 8, and concatenated terminal end sequences 

were generated from complete nucleosome arrays with nucleosome lengths equal to 3, 16, or 18 

at a ratio of 2:1:1, respectively. 

In order to efficiently create the datasets, a script programmed in the PERL programming 

language was written to randomly seek to a position in a chromosome, read a predefined length of 

DNA, extract it, and concatenate the 145nt ends.  The PERL script used input parameters of 

which chromosome to extract DNA from, the number of sequences to extract, the number of 

nucleosomes within the sequence, and which the sequences were being generated for.  The 

number of nucleosomes (X) within the sequence was used with stored values of 10 common 

NRLs to calculate the total DNA length to extract using the follow equation:  Total DNA = 

147*X+(X-1)*(NRLi-147).  Using this total DNA length, sequences were extracted from the 
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specified chromosome.  Extracted sequences were checked to ensure they did not contain regions 

of the chromosome that are not sequenced; these regions are designated by the letter N.  Terminal 

ends of sequences that did not contain the letter N were concatenated and printed to separate 

FASTA files for each model and chromosome.  Position within the genome, number of 

nucleosomes, and the NRL were also printed to the FASTA file.   

Alignment of datasets 
 

 Sequence files for each dataset were aligned to all chromosomes separately.  A script 

programmed in the PERL programming language was written to align variable length ends of the 

sequences to each chromosome (Figure 11).  Regular expression exact string matches were used 

for all alignments of terminal ends.  Alignment results for each string were then analyzed to 

determine valid paired sequence alignments based on DNA polarity and string length.  Valid 

string lengths were between 294nt, length of two nucleosomes with no linker DNA, and 4687nt, 

length of 21 nucleosomes with a maximum of twenty 80nt linker DNA lengths.  Reverse 

sequences were aligned to account for nucleosomes within the cross-linked dinucleosome 

changing orientation to each other.  Alignments were run on 12 computers; one running Ubuntu 

Server 64-bit v 11.10, five running Windows 7 64-bit edition, and six running Windows XP 

Professional edition.  Each computer had at least 1GB RAM and 2 processors.  The 64-bit 

computers used PERL v5.12, while the 32-bit computers used PERL v5.14.   

 All PERL scripts written for the work contained within this thesis are included in 

Appendix C.  All formatting, code comments, and commented alternative functions were left in 

the code to allow full and easily accessible use of the code in its entirety.    
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Figure 11.  Pseudocode diagram for identification and verification of paired sequence 
alignments.  GREEN The alignment process consisted of extracting forward and reverse 
terminal sequences of various lengths from each sequence in a dataset and aligning them to an 
individual chromosome.  All alignments for each sequence were sorted by the nucleotide position 
of the alignment hit.  YELLOW  Sorted alignments were looped through to find alignments of 
valid lengths.  Valid lengths included sequences greater than or equal to 294nt, and less than or 
equal to 4687nt.  Paired sequence alignments with valid lengths were then checked for sequence 
polarity.  Information from paired sequence alignments was recorded.  RED After all sequences 
were read and paired sequence alignments validated, the script was finished.   
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Results 
 

 We developed an in silico method to analyze the 30nm fiber on a genome-wide scale in 

order to distinguish the three principle nucleosome arrangement models.  One facet of gene 

regulation is the compaction of DNA.  Compaction of DNA into the 30nm fiber is the second 

phase of DNA compaction, and first stage of nucleosome compaction.  Identification of accurate 

nucleosome arrangement models for DNA sequences is the cornerstone to understanding DNA 

compaction, and thus gene regulation.  To distinguish nucleosome arrangement models, we 

developed and analyzed randomly generated model datasets consistent with the predicted 

internucleosomal interactions (Figure 16) in different 30nm chromatin fiber models.  To evaluate 

the different models, we analyzed sequence randomness, off-target alignments, and ability to 

distinguish models to determine the validity of this process.  This data was then graphed and 

analyzed so it could later be compared with whole genome sequence data from cross-linked and 

uncross-linked samples.   

Model dataset sequences contain sequences of high specificity.   
 

Useful in silico model datasets have several requirements. Some of these requirements 

are that the sequences are randomly selected from the entire human genome, the sequences 

represent a significant portion of the entire human genome, and the sequences have high 

specificity to their target sequence. 

 A script written in PERL was used to select sequences across the entire genome.  To 

validate that these model datasets were randomly generated across each chromosome and 

represent a significant portion of the entire human genome, we aligned the selected sequence 

datasets across the entire human genome.  The relative position of the sequences for each model 

was graphed on a linear chromosome diagram to illustrate the level of coverage and the location 
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of the sequences across each chromosome (Figure 12, Appendix A: Figure 32-Figure 36).  No 

sequences were extracted from the regions shown in red because the DNA sequence in these 

regions is incomplete.  From the graphs, we can see that the in silico dataset sequences are 

uniformly distributed throughout the human genome.  

 

Figure 12.  Pattern of extracted sequences from each chromosome for generation of solenoid 
in silico model dataset.  Chromosome number is located on the left.  Each horizontal rectangle is 
representative of the length of each chromosome.    Black lines indicate the positions of the three 
thousand sequences that were randomly chosen from each chromosome.  Red blocks indicate 
incomplete sequence blocks.   

Because the human genome contains a large number of repeat sequences, we evaluated 

the in silico dataset sequences for high specificity to their selected target sequences. Terminal 

sequences of the 72000 sequences from each of the six datasets were aligned genome-wide to 

determine the level of specificity of the sequences within the datasets.  Intrachromosomal and 

interchromosomal sequence alignments were identified.  Figure 13 and Figure 14 show total 

sequence alignments, number of sequences with at least one sequence alignment, total paired 

sequence alignments, and number of sequences with at least one paired sequence alignment on 

different chromosomes.  Any off-target alignments are considered to be non-specific.   
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Off-target alignments can be visualized in Figure 13 (Appendix A Figure 37-Figure 43).  

The color map visualizes the percentage of sequence alignments, where black is a perfect 1:1 

alignment ratio, red is less than a 1:1 ratio, and green is greater than a 1:1 ratio.  Sequence 

alignment percentages were calculated by dividing the alignment counts by the number of 

sequences that were aligned.  Intrachromosomal alignments are approximately a 1:1 ratio.  This 

can be seen by the black diagonal line within the figure.  From this figure, very few off-target 

alignments were observed for paired terminal alignments (bottom right panel).  Note that the 

white squares signify no alignments, and red squares signify approximately 1% alignment.  

Observed off-target alignments are based on which chromosome the sequences were extracted 

from (columns), rather than the chromosome that the sequences were aligned to (rows).  This 

figure indicates that our datasets have a high level of sequence specificity and suggests a low 

level of highly repetitive DNA.   

Figure 14 shows total interchromosomal and intrachromosomal alignments for each of 

the six 30nm chromatin fibers for each chromosome.  For autosomal chromosomes, the total 

sequence alignments are strongly correlated to the chromosome size, where the chromosome size 

is determined by the total known sequence within that chromosome (Figure 14).  The Pearson’s r 

values are 0.978932, 0.980298, 0.978578, 0.976754, 0.980788, and 0.982456 for the SN, SN-I, 

CL-E, CL-O, TR, and TR-I in silico model datasets, respectively.   Across all the models, the 

Pearson’s r value is 0.980438.  Whereas, the paired sequence alignments are weakly correlated to 

chromosome size (Figure 14).  For paired sequence alignments, the Pearson’s r values are 

0.687701, 0.647841, 0.650675, 0.601814, 0.528976, and 0.526139 for the SN, SN-I, CL-E, CL-

O, TR, and TR-I in silico model datasets, respectively.   Across all the models for paired 

sequence alignments, the Pearson’s r value is 0.701559.  The means, standard deviations, and 

coefficients of variance for each chromosome across all models were tabulated in Appendix 

Table 8.   Therefore, total off-target sequence alignments increases as the chromosome size  
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Figure 13.  Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
solenoid dataset.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for each sequence. Bottom left: 
Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least one 
alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of paired sequence 
alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the entire genome 
that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the chromosome from 
which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the sequence was 
aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no alignments, red 
being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being >100% 
(3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below the 
graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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increases, whereas paired off-target sequence alignments appear to be randomly distributed and 

are not associated with chromosome size.   

The total interchromosomal and intrachromosomal alignments for each of the six 30nm 

chromatin fibers genome-wide for each model is summarized in Figure 15.  For each 30nm 

chromatin fiber model, the graph suggests that the in silico datasets have similar alignment counts 

between total number of alignments for each sequence, total number of sequence strings from the 

entire genome that had at least one alignment from a paired sequence, total number of paired 

sequence alignments, and total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at 

least one paired sequence alignment.  Consequently changes in off-target alignments are not 

associated to a particular in silico sequence dataset.  

Because paired sequence alignments are used to distinguish the 30nm chromatin fiber 

models, we summarized paired sequence alignments across all chromosomes and 30nm 

chromatin fiber model in silico sequence datasets.  For all datasets, the mean paired sequence 

alignments were 3124.208 with a CV of 0.048678 for all chromosomes (Table 2).  Mean paired 

sequence alignments for autosomal chromosomes only were 3083.3790 with a CV of 0.02179 

(Table 2).    The expected mean number of paired sequence alignments was 3000, the number of 

sequences selected from each chromosome.  Therefore, the mean number of off-target paired 

sequence alignments was 124.208 per chromosome for all chromosomes, and 83.790 per 

chromosome for all autosomal chromosomes.  Note that a higher number of off-target paired 

sequence alignments were observed on the X and Y chromosomes.  This may be due to the higher 

number of repetitive sequences on the sex chromosomes.  This data suggests that our sequence 

datasets are specific for the expected paired sequence alignment targets.   
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Figure 14.  Chromosomal alignment analyses of single and paired terminal alignments from 
the model datasets using 145nt terminal sequences.  The 30nm chromatin fiber models are 
indicated above each bar graph.  Y-axis: Number of alignments.  X-axis: Specific chromosomes 
arranged in order of size of base pairs from largest (left) to smallest (right).  For each model, 
72000 sequences were aligned to each chromosome for each dataset.  Green bars indicate total 
number of alignments for each sequence.  Orange bars indicate the total number of sequence 
strings from the entire genome that had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  The 
yellow bar indicates the total number of paired sequence alignments.  The blue bar indicates the 
total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least one paired sequence 
alignment.   
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Figure 15.  Genome-wide alignment analyses of single and paired terminal alignments for 
the six different in silico model datasets.  Y-axis: Number of alignments.  X-axis: 30nm 
chromatin fiber models.  Solenoid (SN), solenoid-interdigitated (SN-I), cross linker with an even 
n (CL-E), cross linker with an odd n (CL-O), twisted ribbon (TR), and twisted ribbon-
interdigitated (TR-I).  For each model, 72000 sequences were aligned across the entire human 
genome for each dataset.  Green bars indicate total number of alignments for each sequence.  
Orange bars indicate the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least 
one alignment from a paired sequence.  The yellow bar indicates the total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  The blue bar indicates the total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment. 

 

Table 2.  Compilation of genome-wide alignment analyses of paired terminal alignments 
from all model datasets.  The sex chromosomes were excluded in the autosomal chromosomes 
and included in all chromosomes.  The mean indicates the average number of alignments for each 
sequence pair.  Valid paired sequence alignments for each chromosome were averaged across all 
six models and the coefficients of variance (CV) were calculated.   

 Mean CV 
Autosomal Chromosomes 3083.3790 0.02179 
All Chromosomes 3124.208 0.048678 
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Distinct patterns of genome-wide paired sequence alignments are observed for each in silico 
dataset 
 

 We generated graphical models for the six 30nm chromatin fiber model using paired 

terminal sequence alignments from our in silico datasets.  To accomplish this, our in silico 

sequence datasets contained 15 distinct sets of paired terminal sequences.  Internucleosomal 

interactions within the 30nm chromatin fiber can be distinguished by measuring the total base 

pair lengths of paired sequence alignments.  These 15 different sets of paired sequence alignment 

lengths are consistent with internucleosomal interaction DNA sequence lengths for the different 

30nm chromatin fiber models (Figure 16).  One-start models (solenoid and solenoid-

interdigitated) and two-start models (cross-linker even/odd, twisted ribbon, and twisted ribbon-

interdigitated) can be distinguished by the total base pairs observed between the 5’ and 3’ 

terminal ends of the paired sequence alignments sets 1, 3, 6, 9, 11, and 13.  These models can 

further be distinguished by the sequence distance between internucleosomal interactions for 1 

turn of the 30nm chromatin fiber; paired sequence alignments 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 15.  

The DNA sequence length between the 5’ and 3’ terminal ends of the paired sequences was 

determined by the NRL, the number of nucleosomes within the sequence (X), and the length of 

DNA that surrounds a nucleosome (147bp).  This information was graphed as counts versus 

length of paired sequence alignments, and allowed us to generate a graphical model for each 

30nm chromatin fiber model.     

First, paired sequence alignment sequences were grouped into peaks, and tallied by total 

base pair length from the 5’ and 3’ ends of the paired sequence alignment.  Because the human 

genome contains repetitive or similar sequences that can produce off-target alignments, a 

significance threshold was calculated to distinguish signal peaks (on-target peaks) from noise 

peaks (off-target peaks).  The significant paired sequence alignment threshold was set using a Z-
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test to determine a peak height threshold.  A z-score of 3.1 was used.  This z-score has a 

confidence that 99.9% of noise peaks will be below this line.  Paired sequence alignment 

sequence peaks were considered significant if they were equal to or greater than the peak height 

threshold.  Only significant peaks were used in the Chi-Square analysis.   

To evaluate which peak groups were consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber models, 

significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array groups 

by the position of the peak to the closest 3’ terminal end of a nucleosome.  Because we used 

seven different NRLs, each nucleosome array group consisted of seven different nucleosomal 

string lengths. A nucleosomal string length is equal to (X-1)NRL+147bp; where X is the number 

of nucleosomes within a string.  Therefore, each nucleosome array group should contain paired 

sequence alignments with a total base pair length consistent with number of nuclesomes (X) 

within a string.  Consequently, peak groups that did not contain peaks that aligned to all seven 

different nucleosomal string lengths within a nucleosomal array group were not used as expected 

groups for the Chi-Square analysis.  Chi-Square analysis of the six in silico datasets was then 

conducted to determine if the distribution of paired sequence alignments sequence peaks into 

nucleosome array groups was significantly different compared to expected distribution 

probabilities.  This analysis allowed us to evaluate the in silico sequence datasets for off-target 

peaks.   

For the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid model, we generated a graphical model from the 

paired sequence alignments (Figure 17) using 145nt paired terminal sequences that are consistent 

with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel A).  Paired sequence 

alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ terminal ends of the 

paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 75078 paired sequence alignments, 74394 
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(99.089%) were above the threshold of 19 counts (Table 3).  These peaks were considered 

significant.   

 

Figure 16.  Unique patterns of paired sequence alignments were generated to analyze the 
different 30nm fiber models.  Letters A-F indicate different models.  Fifteen different paired 
sequence alignments are demarcated for six different 30nm fiber models.  Orange cylinders 
represent nucleosomes, where nucleosome (i) represents the first nucleosome in the string, (x) 
represents the number of nucleosomes within the string, and (n) represents the number of 
nucleosomes within a turn of the 30nm fiber models.  The red and green lines indicate sequences 
which align to the predicted terminal ends for each 30nm fiber model.  Total base pair length is 
shown below the paired sequence alignments, and is calculated by (X-1)NRL+147bp, where the 
NRL is equivalent to either 159, 170, 178, 188, 196, 206, or 217bp.  
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Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 2, 7, and 8 nucleosomes, and contained 37628, 36681, and 85 

paired sequence alignments, respectively. The nucleosome array group of 2 nucleosomes 

contained 10 peaks ranging from 306 to 365bp, with an average count of 3762.8 sequences per 

peak.  The nucleosome array group of 7 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 1101 to 

1455bp, with an average count of 3334.64 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 

nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 1393bp, and contained 85 sequences for the single peak.   

Because the nucleosome array group of 8 nucleosomes contained only 1 peak that 

corresponded to a single NRL versus all seven NRLs that were observed in the other nucleosomal 

array groups, it was not included in the Chi-Square analysis as an expected group.  Chi-Square 

analysis indicates a significant difference (p-value <0.0004904) between the expected number of 

peaks in each nucleosome array group for a solenoid model of n equal to 6 and the observed 

number of peaks in each nucleosome array group; however the expected peak groups were and 

observed peak groups contained the same number of nucleosomes.  This suggests that the 

observed peaks contained off-target alignments, but the off-target alignments did not change the 

number of size of the nucleosome array groups.  Nucleosome array groups of 2 and 7 are 

consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within the solenoid model (Figure 4), where n is 

equal to 6.  Consequently, for experimental data, one might expect that two peak groups that 

resolve to 306 to 365bp and 1101 to 1455bp would be consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber 

solenoid model where n is equal to 6. 



 
 

 
 

Figure 17.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the solenoid 
dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale 
(Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of 
the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-1700bp which 
includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates 
a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above 
this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate 
nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 2 and 7 are indicated in blue.  NRL indicates the nucleosome 
repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  
Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment 
peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp is graphed in Appendix A Figure 44.



 
 

 
 

For the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid-interdigitated model, we generated a graphical 

model from the paired sequence alignments (Figure 18) using 145nt paired terminal sequences 

that are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel B).  

Paired sequence alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ 

terminal ends of the paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 75299 paired sequence 

alignments, 74245 (98.600%) were above the threshold of 12 counts (Table 3).  These peaks were 

considered significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 2, 6, and 7 nucleosomes, and contained 25011, 24584, and 

24650 paired sequence alignments, respectively. The nucleosome array group of 2 nucleosomes 

contained 10 peaks ranging from 306 to 365bp, with an average count of 2501.1 sequences per 

peak.  The nucleosome array group of 6 nucleosomes contained 10 peaks ranging from 942 to 

1237bp, with an average count of 2458.4 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 7 

nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 1101 to 1455bp, with an average count of 2231.3 

sequences per peak.   

Chi-Square analysis indicates no significant difference (p-value <0.1183) between the 

expected number of peaks in each nucleosome array group for a solenoid-interdigitated model of 

n equal to 6 and the observed number of peaks in each nucleosome array group.  This suggests 

that the observed peaks were probably not the result off-target alignments.  Nucleosome array 

groups of 2, 6, and 7 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within the solenoid-

interdigitated model (Figure 5), where n is equal to 6.  Consequently, for experimental data, one 

might expect that three peak groups that resolve to 306 to 365bp, 942 to 1237bp, and 1101 to 

1455bp would be consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid-interdigitated model where n 

is equal to 6. 

 



 
 

 
 

Figure 18.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the 
solenoid-interdigitated dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments 
shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ 
and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range 
from 294-1700bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid 
model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a 
Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, 
orange cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 2, 6, and 7 are indicated in blue.  
NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 
217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends 
to paired sequence alignment peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp is graphed in Appendix A 
Figure 45. 

 

For the 30nm chromatin fiber cross linker - even model, we generated a graphical model 

from the paired sequence alignments (Figure 19) using 145nt paired terminal sequences that are 

consistent with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel C).  Paired 

sequence alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ terminal 

ends of the paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 75802 paired sequence alignments, 
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74188 (97.871%) were above the threshold of 8 counts (Table 3).  These peaks were considered 

significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 11 nucleosomes, and contained 37559, 24, 

20, 18337, 18237, and 11 paired sequence alignments, respectively. The nucleosome array group 

of 3 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 465 to 583bp, with an average count of 

3414.5 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 4 nucleosomes contained 3 peaks 

ranging from 697 to 824bp, with an average count of 8 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome 

array group of 6 nucleosomes contained 2 peaks ranging from 1187 to 1203bp, with an average 

count of 10 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 nucleosomes contained 12 

peaks ranging from1260 to 1673bp, with an average count of 1528.1 sequences per peak.  The 

nucleosome array group of 10 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 1578 to 2113bp, 

with an average count of 1657.9 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 11 

nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 1747bp, and contained 11 sequences for the single peak.   

Because the nucleosome array groups of 4, 6, and 11 nucleosomes contained only 3, 2, 

and 1 peak, respectively, that corresponded to only a few NRLs versus all seven NRLs that were 

observed in the other nucleosomal array groups, they were not included in the Chi-Square 

analysis as expected groups.  Chi-Square analysis indicates no significant difference (p-value 

<0.001239) between the expected number of peaks in each nucleosome array group for a cross 

linker - even model of n equal to 8 and the observed number of peaks in each nucleosome array 

group.  This suggests that the observed peaks were probably not the result off-target alignments.  

Nucleosome array groups of 3, 8, and 10 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions 

within the cross linker - even model (Figure 6), where n is equal to 8.  Consequently, for 

experimental data, one might expect that three peak groups that resolve to 465 to 583bp, 1260 to 
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1673bp, and 1578 to 2113bp would be consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber cross linker - 

even model where n is equal to 8. 

 

 

Figure 19.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the cross-
linker even dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a 
logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 
294-2400bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  
The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score 
of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange 
cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 3, 8, and 10 are indicated in blue.  NRL 
indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) 
which were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired 
sequence alignment peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp is graphed in Appendix A Figure 46.  
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For the 30nm chromatin fiber cross linker - odd model, we generated a graphical model 

from the paired sequence alignments (Figure 20) using 145nt paired terminal sequences that are 

consistent with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel D).  Paired 

sequence alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ terminal 

ends of the paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 74596 paired sequence alignments, 

73742 (98.855%) were above the threshold of 13 counts (Table 3).  These peaks were considered 

significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 3, 8, and 10 nucleosomes, and contained 36982, 36691, and 

69 paired sequence alignments, respectively. The nucleosome array group of 3 nucleosomes 

contained 10 peaks ranging from 465 to 583bp, with an average count of 3698.2 sequences per 

peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 nucleosomes contained 10 peaks ranging from 1260 to 

1673bp, with an average count of 3669.1 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 10 

nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 1684bp, and contained 69 sequences for the single peak.   

Because the nucleosome array group of 10 nucleosomes contained 1 peak that 

corresponded to only a single NRL versus all seven NRLs that were observed in the other 

nucleosomal array groups, it was not included in the Chi-Square analysis as an expected group.  

Chi-Square analysis indicates no significant difference (p-value <0.2708) between the expected 

number of peaks in each nucleosome array group for a cross linker - odd model of n equal to 7 

and the observed number of peaks in each nucleosome array group.  This suggests that the 

observed peaks were probably not the result off-target alignments.  Nucleosome array groups of 3 

and 8 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within the cross linker - odd model 

(Figure 7), where n is equal to 7.  Consequently, for experimental data, one might expect that two 

peak groups that resolve to 465 to 583bp and 1260 to 1673bpwould be consistent with the 30nm 

chromatin fiber cross linker - odd model where n is equal to 7. 
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Figure 20.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the cross-
linker odd dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a 
logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 
294-2400bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  
The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score 
of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange 
cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 3 and 8 are indicated in blue.  NRL indicates 
the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which 
were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired 
sequence alignment peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp is graphed in Appendix A Figure 47. 
 

For the 30nm chromatin fiber twisted ribbon model, we generated a graphical model from 

the paired sequence alignments (Figure 21) using 145nt paired terminal sequences that are 

consistent with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel E).  Paired 

sequence alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ terminal 

ends of the paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 74744 paired sequence alignments, 
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73908 (98.882%) were above the threshold of 8 counts (Table 3).  These peaks were considered 

significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 3, 5, 8, 11, 14, and 17 nucleosomes, and contained 49491, 17, 

12, 8, 24370, and 10 paired sequence alignments, respectively.  The nucleosome array group of 3 

nucleosomes contained 12 peaks ranging from 465 to 583bp, with an average count of 4124.3 

sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 5 nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 844bp, 

and contained 17 sequences for the single peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 nucleosomes 

contained 1 peak at 1408bp, and contained 12 sequences for the single peak.  The nucleosome 

array group of 11 nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 2356bp, and contained 8 sequences for the 

single peak.  The nucleosome array group of 14 nucleosomes contained 12 peaks ranging from 

2214 to 2981bp, with an average count of 2030.8 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array 

group of 17 nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 2694bp, and contained 10 sequences for the single 

peak.   

Because the nucleosome array groups of 5, 8, 11, and 17 nucleosomes each contained 1 

peak that corresponded to only a single NRL versus all seven NRLs that were observed in the 

other nucleosomal array groups, they were not included in the Chi-Square analysis as expected 

groups.  Chi-Square analysis indicates no significant difference (p-value <0.0499) between the 

expected number of peaks in each nucleosome array group for a twisted ribbon model of n equal 

to 14 and the observed number of peaks in each nucleosome array group.  This suggests that the 

observed peaks were probably not the result off-target alignments.  Nucleosome array groups of 3 

and 16 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within the twisted ribbon model 

(Figure 8), where n is equal to 14.  Consequently, for experimental data, one might expect that 

two peak groups that resolve to 465 to 583bp and 2214 to 2981bp would be consistent with the 

30nm chromatin fiber twisted ribbon model where n is equal to 14. 
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Figure 21.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the twisted 
ribbon dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a 
logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 
294-4687bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  
The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score 
of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange 
cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 3 and 14 are indicated in blue.  NRL 
indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) 
which were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired 
sequence alignment peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp is graphed in Appendix A Figure 48. 

 

For the 30nm chromatin fiber twisted ribbon-interdigitated model, we generated a 

graphical model from the paired sequence alignments(Figure 22) using 145nt paired terminal 

sequences that are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 

Panel F).  Paired sequence alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ 

to 3’ terminal ends of the paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 74367 paired sequence 
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alignments, 73531 (98.876%) were above the threshold of 9 counts (Table 3).  These peaks were 

considered significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings 2, 3, 7, 16, and 18 nucleosomes, and contained 12, 37094, 10, 

18209, and 18206 paired sequence alignments, respectively.  The nucleosome array group of 2 

nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 327bp, and contained 12 sequences for the single peak.  The 

nucleosome array group of 3 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 465 to 583bp, with 

an average count of 3372.2 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 7 nucleosomes 

contained 1 peak at 1172bp, and contained 10 sequences for the single peak.  The nucleosome 

array group of 16 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 2532 to 3417bp, with an average 

count of 1655.4 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 18 nucleosomes contained 

10 peaks ranging from 2850 to 3853bp, with an average count of 1820.6 sequences per peak.   

Because the nucleosome array groups of 2 and 7 nucleosomes each contained 1 peak that 

corresponded to only a single NRL versus all seven NRLs that were observed in the other 

nucleosomal array groups, they were not included in the Chi-Square analysis as expected groups.  

Chi-Square analysis indicates no significant difference (p-value <0.0434) between the expected 

number of peaks in each nucleosome array group for a twisted ribbon-interdigitated model of n 

equal to 16 and the observed number of peaks in each nucleosome array group.  This suggests 

that the observed peaks were probably not the result off-target alignments.  Nucleosome array 

groups of 3, 16, and 18 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within the twisted 

ribbon-interdigitated model (Figure 9), where n is equal to 16.  Consequently, for experimental 

data, one might expect that three peak groups that resolve to 465 to 583bp, 2532 to 3417bp, and 

2850 to 3853bp would be consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber twisted ribbon-interdigitated 

model where n is equal to 16. 
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Figure 22.   Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the twisted-ribbon interdigitated dataset.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  Nucleosomes 3, 16, and 18 are indicated in blue.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 
bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment 
peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp is graphed in Appendix A Figure 49. 
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Table 3.  Genome-wide alignment analyses of paired sequence alignments from SN, SN-I, CL-E, CL-O, TR, and TR-I datasets.  
Nucleosome groups 1-3 represent the distinct nucleosomal interactions (Figure X) of the different 30nm chromatin fiber models which are 
designated at the top by SN, SN-I, CL-E, CL-O, TR, and TR-I. Numbers in parentheses designate the lengths of the nucleosomal arrays.  O is 
the observed number of paired sequence alignments, %E is the expected percentage of paired sequence alignments, and E is the expected 
number of paired sequence alignments.  These values were used for Chi-Square analyses shown next to Chi-Square.  The p-value was 
calculated using the Chi-Square test and indicates the probability that the observed deviations are due to random alignments.  Total paired 
sequence alignments indicate the total number of peaks whereas total significant paired sequence alignments indicate the total number of 
peaks at or above the threshold line.  Percent significant represents the percentage of total paired sequence alignments that were significant.  
The significant paired sequence alignment threshold shows the minimum number of counts of paired sequence alignments for a peak as 
determined using a Z-test with a confidence interval of 99.9%.   

 SN (2,7) SN-I (2,6,7) CL-E (3,8,10) CL-O (3,8) TR (3,14) TR-I (3,16,18) 
 
  

O %
E 

E O %
E 

E O %
E 

E O %
E 

E O %
E 

E O %
E 

E 

Nucleosome Group 1 37628 50 37197 25011 33 24728.3 37559 50 37094 36982 50 36871 49491 67 49272 37094 50 36765.5 
Nucleosome Group 2 36681 50 37197 24584 33 24728.3 18337 25 18547 36691 50 36871 24370 33 24636 18209 25 18382.75 

Nucleosome Group 3 
 24650 33 24728.3 18237 25 18547   18206 25 18382.75 

Total Paired 
Sequence Alignments 75078 75299 75802 74596 74744 74367 

Total Significant 
Paired Sequence 
Alignments 

74394 74245 74188 73742 73908 73531 

Percent Significant 99.089% 98.600% 97.871% 98.855% 98.882% 98.876% 
Significant Paired 
Sequence Alignment 
Threshold 

19 12 8 13 8 9 

Chi-Square 12.152 4.2697 13.388 1.212 3.845 6.277 
DF 1 2 2 1 1 2 
p-value <0.0004904 <0.1183 <0.001239 <0.2708 <0.0499 <0.0434 
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For a compilation of all 30nm chromatin fiber models that were assessed, we generated a 

graphical model from the paired sequence alignments (Figure 23) using 145nt paired terminal 

sequences that are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions for all models (Figure 16 

Panel).  Paired sequence alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 

3’ terminal ends of the paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 449886 paired sequence 

alignments, 443650 (98.614%) were above the threshold of 14 counts (Table 3).  These peaks 

were considered significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, and 18 nucleosomes, and 

contained 62560, 161159, 17, 24595, 61375, 55153, 18306, 24384, 18206, 14, and 18207 paired 

sequence alignments, respectively.   

The nucleosome array group of 2 nucleosomes contained 10 peaks ranging from 306 to 

365bp, with an average count of 6265 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 3 

nucleosomes contained 14 peaks ranging from 465 to 583bp, with an average count of 11511.4 

sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 5 nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 844bp, 

and contained 17 sequences for the single peak.  The nucleosome array group of 6 nucleosomes 

contained 10 peaks ranging from 942 to 1237bp, with an average count of 1655.4 sequences per 

peak.  The nucleosome array group of 7 nucleosomes contained 14 peaks ranging from 1101 to 

1455bp, with an average count of 1820.6 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 

nucleosomes contained 13 peaks ranging from 1260 to 1673bp, with an average count of 1820.6 

sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 10 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging 

from 1578 to 2109bp, with an average count of 1820.6 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome 

array group of 14 nucleosomes contained 11 peaks ranging from 2214 to 2981bp, with an average 

count of 1820.6 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 16 nucleosomes contained 

10 peaks ranging from 2532 to 3417bp, with an average count of 1655.4 sequences per peak.  The 
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nucleosome array group of 17 nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 3295bp, and contained 10 

sequences for the single peak.  The nucleosome array group of 18 nucleosomes contained 10 

peaks ranging from 2850 to 3853bp, with an average count of 1820.6 sequences per peak.   

Because the nucleosome array groups of 5 and 17 nucleosomes each contained 1 peak 

that corresponded to only a single NRL versus all seven NRLs that were observed in the other 

nucleosomal array groups, they were not included in the Chi-Square analysis as expected groups.  

Chi-Square analysis indicates a significant difference (p-value <6.71e-6) between the expected 

number of peaks in each nucleosome array group and the observed number of peaks in each 

nucleosome array group for a compilation of each of the assessed models; however the expected 

peak groups were and observed peak groups contained the same number of nucleosomes.  This 

suggests that the observed peaks contained off-target alignments, but the off-target alignments did 

not change the number of size of the nucleosome array groups.  Nucleosome array groups of 2, 3, 

6, 7, 8, 10, 16, and 18 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within a compilation 

of all the assessed models.  Consequently, for experimental data, one might expect that three peak 

groups that resolve to 306 to 365bp, 465 to 583bp, 942 to 1237bp, 1260 to 1673bp, 1578 to 

2109bp, 2214 to 2981bp, 2532 to 3417bp, and 2850 to 3853bp would be consistent with a 

compilation of all 30nm chromatin fiber models.  
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Figure 23 Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with equal ratios of the SN, SN-I, CL-E, CL-O, TR, and 
TR-I datasets.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates 
the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 
294-4687bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was 
set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the 
graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16,  and 18 are indicated in blue.  NRL indicates 
the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to 
assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Distinct patterns of genome-wide paired sequence alignments are observed for various 
sequence alignment lengths. 
 

 Originally, 145nt alignment sequence lengths were chosen based on high specificity, and 

computational time limitations.  However, of the currently available whole-genome sequencing 

platforms, only the Roche 454 platform sequences DNA lengths greater than 100 nucleotides.  

Frequently, the maximum sequence length of a single sequenced strand is less than 50bps.  

Therefore, we aligned the in silico solenoid dataset with paired terminal alignments of 50 and 100 

sequence lengths.   

 Because decreasing the alignment sequence length decreases the specificity of the 

alignment, the number of off-target alignments increases.  Therefore, we analyzed the number of 

off-target alignments as described previously.  Off-target sequence alignments with aligned 

lengths of 145, 100, and 50, can be visualized in Figure 13, Figure 42, Figure 43, respectively.  

As the alignment sequence length decreases from 145nt to 100nt to 50nt, the red squares shift to 

darker red square, and eventually green squares. This indicates that the percentage of off-target 

alignments increases as the alignment sequence length decreases.   

Figure 24 shows total interchromosomal and intrachromosomal alignments for the 30nm 

chromatin fiber solenoid model for each chromosome using 145, 100, and 50nt alignment 

sequence lengths. Regardless of the aligned sequence length for autosomal chromosomes, the 

total sequence alignments are strongly correlated to the chromosome size, where the chromosome 

size is determined by the total known sequence within that chromosome (Figure 24).  The 

Pearson’s r values are 0.978932, 0.976881, and 0.987189 for the solenoid in silico model dataset, 

with aligned terminal end lengths of 145, 100, and 50, respectively.  For paired sequence 

alignments, the Pearson’s r values are 0.687701, 0.930952, and 0.971649 for the solenoid in silico 

model dataset, with aligned terminal end lengths of 145, 100, and 50, respectively.  Therefore, the 
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sequence length of the paired sequence alignment is inversely correlated to the size of the 

autosomal chromosome (Figure 24).  Figure 25 summarizes the total interchromosomal and 

intrachromosomal alignments for the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid model genome-wide using 

145, 100, and 50nt alignment sequence lengths (Figure 15).  Although the number of total off-

target alignments increase as the alignment sequence length decreases, the number of paired off-

target alignments does not change significantly.  This suggests that the specificity of the paired 

sequence alignments does not change as the alignment sequence length decreases from 145nt to 

50nt.  Consequently, the in silico solenoid dataset can be modeled with 50nt alignment sequences 

without significantly increasing off-target alignments.   

We summarized paired sequence alignments across all chromosomes for the in silico 

solenoid sequence dataset for different terminal alignment sequence lengths.  The mean number 

of paired sequence alignments increased as the length of the aligned sequence decreased (Table 

1).  As seen in the other model datasets, the mean number of paired sequence alignments was 

higher in all chromosomes versus the autosomal chromosomes.  The expected mean number of 

paired sequence alignments was 3000, the number of sequences selected from each chromosome.  

Therefore, the mean number of off-target paired sequence alignments was 2586, 284, and 128 per 

chromosome for all chromosomes for the 50, 100, and 145nt terminal alignment lengths (Table 

4).  When the aligned sequence length decreases to 50nt, this data suggests that our in silico 

sequence dataset has a significant number of off-target alignments.     

Results on the solenoid model with 145nt terminal ends were previously addressed in this 

paper.   

For the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid model, we generated a graphical model from the 

paired sequence alignments (Figure 26) using 100nt paired terminal sequences that are consistent 

with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel A).  Paired sequence 
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Figure 24.  Chromosomal alignment analyses of single and paired terminal alignments from 
the solenoid model dataset using 50, 100, and 145nt terminal sequences.  The 30nm 
chromatin fiber model and aligned lengths of terminal sequences are indicated above each bar 
graph.  Y-axis: Number of alignments.  X-axis: Specific chromosomes arranged in order of size 
of base pairs from largest (left) to smallest (right).  For the solenoid model, 72000 sequences were 
aligned to each chromosome for each dataset.  Green bars indicate total number of alignments for 
each sequence.  Orange bars indicate the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome 
that had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  The yellow bar indicates the total number 
of paired sequence alignments.  The blue bar indicates the total number of sequence strings from 
the entire genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.   
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Figure 25.  Genome-wide alignment analyses of single and paired terminal alignments for 
the solenoid in silico model dataset using 50, 100, and 145nt terminal sequences.  Y-axis: 
Number of alignments.  X-axis: 30nm chromatin fiber model and length of aligned terminal 
sequences.  For the solenoid model, 72000 sequences were aligned across the entire human 
genome for each dataset.  Green bars indicate total number of alignments for each sequence.  
Orange bars indicate the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least 
one alignment from a paired sequence.  The yellow bar indicates the total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  The blue bar indicates the total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment. 

 

Table 4.  Compilation of genome-wide alignment analyses of paired terminal alignments 
from the solenoid model dataset with 50, 100, and 145nt terminal ends.  The sex 
chromosomes were excluded in the autosomal chromosomes and included in all chromosomes.  
The mean indicates the average number of alignments for each sequence pair.  Valid paired 
sequence alignments for each chromosome were averaged across all six models and the 
coefficients of variances (CV) were calculated.   

 SN-50 SN-100 SN-145 
All Chromosomes 5586 (0.2877) 3284 (0.0689) 3128 (0.0447) 
Autosomal Chromosomes 5409 (0.2650) 3226 (0.0363) 3089 (0.0150) 
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alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ terminal ends of the 

paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 78814 paired sequence alignments, 77171 

(97.915%) were above the threshold of 29 counts (Table 5).  These peaks were considered 

significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 2, 7, and 8 nucleosomes, and contained 39781, 37253, and 

137 paired sequence alignments, respectively. The nucleosome array group of 2 nucleosomes 

contained 11 peaks ranging from 306 to 365bp, with an average count of 3616.5 sequences per 

peak.  The nucleosome array group of 7 nucleosomes contained 12 peaks ranging from 1101 to 

1455bp, with an average count of 3104.4 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 

nucleosomes contained 1 peak at 1393bp, and contained 137 sequences for the single peak.   

Because the nucleosome array group of 8 nucleosomes contained only 1 peak that 

corresponded to a single NRL versus all seven NRLs that were observed in the other nucleosomal 

array groups, it was not included in the Chi-Square analysis as an expected group.  Chi-Square 

analysis indicates a significant difference (p-value <2.23e-66) between the expected number of 

peaks in each nucleosome array group for a solenoid model of n equal to 6 and the observed 

number of peaks in each nucleosome array group; however the expected peak groups were and 

observed peak groups contained the same number of nucleosomes.  This suggests that the 

observed peaks contained off-target alignments, but the off-target alignments did not change the 

number of size of the nucleosome array groups.  Nucleosome array groups of 2 and 7 are 

consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within the solenoid model (Figure 4), where n is 

equal to 6.  Consequently, for experimental data, one might expect that two peak groups that 

resolve to 306 to 365bp and 1101 to 1455bp would be consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber 

solenoid model where n is equal to 6.  
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Figure 26.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the 
solenoid-100nt dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a 
logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 
294-1700bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  
The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score 
of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange 
cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 2 and 7 are indicated in blue.  NRL indicates 
the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which 
were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired 
sequence alignment peaks.   
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For the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid model, we generated a graphical model from the 

paired sequence alignments (Figure 27) using 100nt paired terminal sequences that are consistent 

with the internucleosomal interactions for this model (Figure 16 Panel A).  Paired sequence 

alignment counts were graphed versus the total base pairs from the 5’ to 3’ terminal ends of the 

paired sequence alignment sequences.  Of the 134065 paired sequence alignments, 120082 

(89.570%) were above the threshold of 168 counts (Table 5).  These peaks were considered 

significant.   

Significant paired sequence alignment sequence peaks were assigned to nucleosome array 

groups with nucleosomal strings of 2, 6, 7, and 8 nucleosomes, and contained 73418, 427, 45367, 

and 870 paired sequence alignments, respectively. The nucleosome array group of 2 nucleosomes 

contained 23 peaks ranging from 306 to 365bp, with an average count of 3446.2 sequences per 

peak.  The nucleosome array group of 6 nucleosomes contained 2 peaks ranging from 1183 to 

1214bp, with an average count of 213.5 sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 7 

nucleosomes contained 24 peaks ranging from 1101 to 1460bp, with an average count of 1890.3 

sequences per peak.  The nucleosome array group of 8 nucleosomes contained 3 peaks ranging 

from 1381 to 1393bp, with an average count of 290 sequences per peak.   

Because the nucleosome array groups of 6 and 8 nucleosomes contained only 2 and 3 

peaks, respectively, that corresponded to a few NRLs versus all seven NRLs that were observed 

in the other nucleosomal array groups, it was not included in the Chi-Square analysis as an 

expected group.  Chi-Square analysis indicates a significant difference (p-value  <1e-308) 

between the expected number of peaks in each nucleosome array group for a solenoid model of n 

equal to 6 and the observed number of peaks in each nucleosome array group; however the 

expected peak groups were and observed peak groups contained the same number of 

nucleosomes.  This suggests that the observed peaks contained off-target alignments, but the off-

target alignments did not change the number of size of the nucleosome array groups.  
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Nucleosome array groups of 2 and 7 are consistent with the internucleosomal interactions within 

the solenoid model (Figure 4), where n is equal to 6.  Consequently, for experimental data, one 

might expect that two peak groups that resolve to 306 to 365bp and 1101 to 1455bp would be 

consistent with the 30nm chromatin fiber solenoid model where n is equal to 6. 

 

Figure 27.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the 
solenoid-50nt dataset.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a 
logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 
294-1700bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  
The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score 
of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange 
cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosomes 2 and 7 are indicated in blue.  NRL indicates 
the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which 
were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired 
sequence alignment peaks.   
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Table 5.  Genome-wide alignment analyses of paired sequence alignments from the SN dataset using 50, 100, and 145nt terminal 
ends.  Nucleosome groups 1-2 represent the distinct nucleosomal interactions (Figure X) of the solenoid 30nm chromatin fiber model 
with different aligned terminal end lengths which are designated at the top by SN-145, SN-100, and SN-50. Numbers in parentheses 
designate the lengths of the nucleosomal arrays.  O is the observed number of paired sequence alignments, %E is the expected percentage 
of paired sequence alignments, and E is the expected number of paired sequence alignments.  These values were used for Chi-Square 
analyses shown next to Chi-Square.  The p-value was calculated using the Chi-Square test and indicates the probability that the observed 
deviations are due to random alignments.  Total paired sequence alignments indicates the total number of peaks whereas total 
significant paired sequence alignments indicates the total number of peaks above the threshold line.  Percent significant represents the 
percentage of total paired sequence alignments that were significant.  The significant paired sequence alignment threshold shows the 
minimum number of counts of paired sequence alignments for a peak as determined using a Z-test with a confidence interval of 99.9%.   

 SN-145 (2,7) SN-100 (2,7) SN-50 (2,7) 
  Obs %Exp Exp Obs %Exp Exp Obs %Exp Exp 

Nucleosome Group 1 37628 50% 37131 39718 50% 38387 68027 50% 54133 
Nucleosome Group 2 36634 50% 37131 37055 50% 38387 40239 50% 54133 

Total Paired sequence 
alignments 

75078 78814 134065 

Total Significant Paired 
sequence alignments 

74262 76773 108266 

Percent Significant 98.913% 97.410% 80.756% 
Significant Paired 
sequence alignment 
Threshold 

19 29 168 

Chi Square 13.3047 92.3706 7132.1832 
DF 1 1 1 
p-value <0.000265 <7.19E-22 <<<<<1E-308 
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Discussion 
 

Gene regulation can be attributed to the folding of DNA and chromatin into inaccessible, 

more compacted structures through higher-ordered chromatin structures.  Identifying the 

architecture of these structures leads to understanding how gene regulation works, and provides a 

platform to start manipulating gene regulation.  Various methods have been devised to ascertain 

the structure of one such higher-order chromatin structure, the 30nm chromatin fiber, however 

these methods lack in the ability to sample on a genome-wide scale.  The use of cross-linking 

close proximity nucleosomes within the 30nm fiber via formaldehyde allows distinction of 

nucleosome positioning within the chromatin fiber through internucleosomal interactions (Figure 

3).  Knowing the position of the nucleosomes relative to each other within the 30nm fiber, and 

thus the architecture of the fiber takes us one step closer to understanding gene regulation.  

Validation of this new protocol is needed before accurate claims can be made on its ability to 

distinguish nucleosome arrangement models, and before the analysis can be used to compare 

against experimental samples.  The validation process included the generation of simulated data 

that represents whole-genome experimental samples of well established models, the quick and 

accurate alignment and analysis of these datasets to the genome to determine the probability of 

successful distinction of nucleosome arrangement models, and identification of potential 

problems within the methodology.    

 The alignment program was optimized to increase search speed while providing accurate 

and complete alignments of searched strings.  Processes that are repeatedly used (approximately 

10,000+ times) were optimized for speed above processes that are only used a few times.  The 

first optimization that was used was the PERL “study” function on the variable containing the 

entire chromosome sequence.  The study function creates a list of the positions of each character 

within the studied string.  During regular expression searches, the search string is analyzed for the 
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Figure 30.  Graph of paired terminal sequence alignments from the filtered uncross-linked (HS3C) whole genome sequences.  The text 
above the graph indicates the sample and alignment length of terminal sequences.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence alignments, 
shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired 
sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The red line represents a threshold that was set based on the in silico model datasets.  The threshold indicates a 
target at or above which we are confident that 99.9% of peaks are not the result of random paired sequence alignments.  Below the graph, 
orange cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 
217bp).  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp are graphed in Appendix B Figures 50-52. 
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rarest character.  Only areas of the studied string that contain this character are then searched, 

instead of searching the entirety of the sequence.  Although this does not always increase the 

speed of searches, preliminary results indicated that a majority of the time the speed was 

significantly increased (Data not shown)(Tisdall, 2001).  The alignment script also used constants 

within the PERL programming language instead of variables for unchanging, repeatedly used 

values.  Constants are essentially unchanging variables that contain strings of data, and are 

compiled before the program is run.  Because they are compiled before the program is run, and 

their values cannot change during the runtime of the program, they are able to be accessed faster 

than variables, and thus increase the speed of the program in each instance where they are 

accessed.    

 Of all the processes throughout the alignments and analyses, the regular expression 

searching of the end terminals of sequenced DNA strings within the chromosome takes the most 

amount of time.  Exact string regular expression searches were used because they are able to 

search faster than algorithms that allow mismatches to occur.  In order to increase future analyses 

on alignments, all alignment hit locations and whether the alignment hit was for the forward or 

reverse sequence of left or right terminal end were recorded for each sequence.  This allows valid 

paired sequence alignment lengths to be changed and paired sequence alignments to be re-

evaluated without realigning terminals.  This also allows any other future analyses to be 

conducted without the need to realign the sequence terminals.   

Seventy-two thousand sequences were randomly generated for each of six discrete 

models to test the viability of this method in determining 30nm chromatin fiber nucleosome 

arrangements.  To assess the randomness of sequence selection across each chromosome for each 

model, the nucleotide position of the start of the each sequence was graphed on a linear 

chromosome diagram for each chromosome in each model.  Analysis revealed that the sequences 
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were randomly distributed across the entire genome, and excluded any regions where the 

sequence was unknown.  Analysis of alignment results were not only conducted to determine 

valid paired sequence alignments, which represent two close proximity nucleosomes, but to 

determine problems in the methodology associated with DNA duplication and off-target 

alignments throughout the genome.   

Duplications within the genome pose a potential problem for this experimental method.  

To determine the effect of duplications within the genome, randomly generated sequences within 

each model dataset were divided into separate files based on their chromosome of origin.  Each 

sequence file was then aligned to each chromosome separately.  Alignment analyses tallied total 

sequence alignments, sequences with sequence alignments, paired sequence alignments, and 

sequences with paired sequence alignments for each alignment.  These values were then 

displayed on a color graph to determine the percentage of duplication of total 5’ or 3’ terminal 

sequence ends, or paired 5’ and 3’ terminal sequence ends within the genome.  

Off-target alignments, alignments on chromosomes other than the chromosome of source 

for the aligned sequence, allow for identification of duplications or other noise within the 

genome.  Patterns of increased alignments in sequence files but not in alignment chromosomes in 

both total sequence alignments and paired sequence alignments for each of the six models 

indicate that off-target alignments are a result of sequence selection and not necessarily uniform 

to specific chromosomes.  Highest terminal sequence alignments were observed in 

intrachromosomal alignments.  Approximate 1:1 ratios in intrachromosomal indicate low 

duplicates of sequences within the chromosome.  The ratio of intrachromosomal alignments for 

total sequence alignments should be approximately a 2:1 ratio, as each of the two ends from the 

sequence should align at least once, causing at least a 2 to 1 ratio of total sequence alignments to 

number of full sequences aligned.  Lower ratios, as seen in internucleosomal alignments indicate 
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a low amount of noise.    Higher ratios, as seen in chromosomes X and Y indicate higher 

duplications of sequences within the chromosome. 

Model dataset sequences are equally random  
 

 Total sequence alignments and paired sequence alignments across all models are 

positively correlated to chromosome size, with the strength of correlation increasing when the 

correlation is run only against autosomal chromosomes.  This can be explained by examining 

random alignments.  When considering random, non-specific alignments, larger chromosomes 

have a higher probability to receive an alignment hit than a smaller chromosome as the larger 

chromosomes have more potential sequences.  Chromosomes X and Y on the other hand have 

many duplicated regions, and any alignment has the potential to be present multiple times.  The 

correlation of total sequence alignments to chromosome length is much stronger than the 

correlation of paired sequence alignments to chromosome length.  Probability of two unrelated 

events state that the probability of finding a randomly generated paired sequence alignment is 

much greater than the probability of finding a single randomly generated alignment.  Because the 

probability of finding a randomly generated paired sequence alignment is much lower than the 

probability of finding a randomly generated single alignment, it is likely that most of the paired 

terminal alignments were resultant from aligning to either the original sequence, or to duplicated 

sections of the original sequence, with precedence going to the former.  As each chromosome had 

equal number of sequences extracted, and the majority of paired sequence alignments aligning 

back to these specific sequences, a weak correlation of paired sequence alignments to 

chromosome size is expected.    

Alignments across all models were analyzed to determine variance between datasets.  

Similarities in the number of paired sequence alignments and percentage of significant paired 

sequence alignments indicate that the model datasets are uniformly random, and alignments of 
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one particular model do not result in a higher quantity of duplicate or false alignments do to the 

nature of the internucleosomal interactions.  Differing variances of paired sequence alignments 

per chromosome across all models indicates that particular chromosomes have higher paired 

sequence alignment counts than others.  Higher average paired sequence alignments and variance 

for all chromosomes when compared to only autosomal chromosomes indicates that 

chromosomes X and Y contribute a higher percentage and variance of paired sequence 

alignments than autosomal chromosomes.  This is expected, as the X and Y chromosome have 

several regions of repeats.  Sequences within these regions would have a multiplying effect on 

alignment counts, and would explain the significantly higher amount of paired sequence 

alignments aligned to the X and Y chromosomes.  Further analysis should be conducted to 

determine if the duplicates significantly altered model distinction.   

Patterns of paired sequence alignments correctly distinguish nucleosome arrangement 
models. 

 

Analysis of nucleosome cross-linking patterns for each studied model reveals unique and 

distinguishable paired sequence alignment fingerprints for each model type based on 

internucleosomal interactions.  Graphing significant paired sequence alignments on nucleosome 

arrays with differing nucleosome repeat lengths allowed distinction of possible nucleosomes 

array lengths for each length of significant paired sequence alignments.  Using this method, 

significant paired sequence alignments were grouped and tallied into nucleosome array groups 

based on the length of the paired sequence alignment from the 5’ terminal end to the 3’ terminal 

end, and how the sequence length aligned to the 3’ terminal end of nucleosomes within a given 

nucleosome array.  Chi-Square analysis of observed and expected counts per nucleosome array 

group indicated that there was no significant difference between observed and expected 

nucleosome array groups, p-values >0.001, for all in silico models except the solenoid model.  
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Although the observed distribution of significant paired sequence alignments into nucleosome 

array groups was significantly different from expected values for the solenoid in silico dataset, 

the specific nucleosome array groups were identical to expected internucleosomal interactions.  

This indicates that the ideal experimental methodology is able to accurately distinguish 

nucleosome models between datasets based on the length of paired sequence alignments, and/or 

the proportion of paired sequence alignments within nucleosomes array groups.    

In all model datasets, significant paired sequence alignment counts in nucleosome array 

groups with lengths of 2 or 3 had a higher paired sequence alignment count over paired sequence 

alignment counts in nucleosome array groups with lengths greater than 3.  This is most likely 

resultant from more duplication of shorter DNA sequences within the genome than longer 

sequences.  Short sequences are easily duplicated as they do not have to compete with cross-over 

events.   

The presence of empirical evidence for a multitude of nucleosome arrangement models 

suggest that more than one model might be present within the genome.  To address this issue, 

paired sequence alignments from each of the six in silico models were pooled into a singular 

dataset and analyzed.  The sequences were graphed in the same manner as each individual model, 

nucleosome array groups were established, and paired sequence alignments counts in each group 

were calculated.  There was a significant difference between the observed numbers of paired 

sequence alignments in each group compared to expected values.  These differences were small, 

less than 2%; however they were significant when analyzed amongst all groups.  Although the 

distribution of paired sequence alignments was significantly different from expected values, 

significant paired sequence alignment peaks were assigned to the correct nucleosome array 

groups.  This is promising for future research as in experimental settings, theoretical binding 

probabilities may not be reached, however internucleosomal interaction should be close to ideal.  
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One reason for this is that a specific cross-linking pattern within a model may have a higher 

probability than theoretical values due to differences in physical distance between sets of 

nucleosomes.   

Alignments of the SN dataset were run using 50 and 100nt 5’ and 3’ terminal ends (and 

then compared with the original 145nt 5’ and 3’ terminal end alignments) to be able to directly 

correlate with the alignment of various terminal lengths from the experimental datasets, and to 

determine if decreasing the length of the alignment search string would increase the error rate.  

Decreasing the length of the terminal end sequence that was aligned to the genome had an inverse 

relationship to the correlation between paired terminal alignments and chromosome size.  As the 

length of the end terminal sequence was decreased, the correlation between paired sequence 

alignment counts and chromosome size increased.  Decreasing the terminal end length also 

decreases the stringency of the alignment process.  This allows more false positive alignments to 

be obtained, with a negative correlation between sequence alignment size and number of 

alignments.  Decreasing the search length from 145nt to 100nt and 145nt to 50nt increased the 

paired terminal alignments by 5% and 79%, respectively, while only increasing the number of 

sequences with paired terminal alignments by <1% and 6%, respectively.  These random 

alignments behaved similar to random alignments of total sequence alignments; with a higher 

probability of random alignments being present on larger chromosomes.   

Graphing of significant paired sequence alignments on nucleosome graphs, grouping 

paired sequence alignments into nucleosome array groups by paired sequence alignment length 

from the 5’ terminal end to the 3’ terminal end, and analyzing observed and expected counts in 

each nucleosome array group revealed that terminal lengths of 50 or 100nt did not accurately 

identify a specific model based on nucleosome array group probabilities.  It is worth noting that 

significant paired sequence alignments were accurately grouped into correct nucleosome array 
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group lengths, however; the proportion of paired sequence alignments in each group did not 

coincide with theoretical and model parameter based values.  As the terminal length decreased, 

the ratio of alignments in the smaller nucleosome array length group to larger nucleosome array 

length increased.  This is most likely a result of the fact that smaller DNA segments can be 

duplicated without errors easier than larger DNA segments.  There are also a fewer quantity of 

unique sequences of 50nt length as compared to sequences of 145nt length, and as a result it is 

more likely to randomly align to a 50nt sequence than to align to a 145nt sequence. 

Assignment of sequences to nucleosome array groups based on paired sequence 

alignment length can be complicated by insertions and deletions causing variable length of paired 

sequence alignments.  Insertions and deletions in paired sequence alignments can cause paired 

sequence alignment peaks that span several nucleotide lengths.  This causes problems as 

combinations of specific NRLs and nucleosome counts can be within a few base pairs of each 

other.  For instance, a NRL of 159 at 14 nucleosomes represents a string of 2214bp, while a NRL 

of 188 and 12 nucleosomes long represents a string of 2215bp.  Cases likes these can be difficult 

to determine the correct NRL and nucleosome count, for a single peak as the peak can line up to 

multiple nucleosome array groups.  However, if the nucleosome array groups of the other NRL 

are equal to 12, it can be assumed that the nucleosome count of 14 is not accurate, as it is more 

likely to have consistent nucleosome array groups within a given model.  In conclusion, 

alignment of the model datasets yielded paired sequence alignments that were able to distinguish 

the models from each other when using 145nt terminal ends, but not as terminal end lengths were 

decreased to 100nt or 50nt ends.  While decreasing the terminal end lengths did increase 

alignments, accuracy of true alignments over off-target alignments was lost.   

  



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 
Experimental analysis of the 30nm chromatin fiber on a genome-wide scale 

 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The 30nm fiber is natively located within the nucleus of the cell.  An in vivo fixation 

method allows the innate structure to remain intact while the chromatin fiber is extracted out of 

the nucleus and the cell.  The fixation method will preserve the nucleosome arrangement within 

the fiber as we extract it from the cell, and will allow distinction of the nucleosome arrangement 

model via close proximity nucleosome cross-linking events and DNA alignments.  Analysis of 

paired terminal alignments will be compared to the randomly generated model datasets to 

distinguish which nucleosome arrangement model or models are present genome-wide.   

Materials and Methods 

Preparation of experimental samples 
 

Sequenced data from the 454 Roche platform of crosslinked dinucleosome selected DNA 

fragments were supplied by Dr. Michael Litt.  Sequences were of crosslinked close-proximity 

nucleosomes from the in vivo 30nm chromatin fiber of HeLa cells.  The sequences represented 

the ligated DNA of two nucleosomes that share internucleosomal interactions.   

After obtaining the sequences sample files, I performed the following steps.  Sequenced 

data was first filtered to remove all partial reads.  Further filtering included selecting only 294-
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414bp sequences and removing duplicates.  Terminal end lengths of 50, 100, and 145bps of these 

filtered sequences were then aligned using exact string pattern matching to the human genome 

(NCBI build 36).  Sequences with more than one terminal hit were analyzed to determine valid 

paired sequence alignment lengths.  Valid paired sequence alignments ensured a 5’-3’ continuity 

between terminal ends and lengths between 294 and 4687.  

To identify dinucleosomes that resulted in a cross-linking event and digestion of linker 

DNA, paired sequence alignments were compared against the original sequence length from the 

sample set, and then divided into continuous and discontinuous dinucleosomes.  Discontinuous 

dinucleosomes were defined as paired sequence alignment lengths that were longer than the 

sequence from which the terminal ends were extracted; as this would indicate a gap between the 

ligated sequences, and thus excised DNA.  Continuous dinucleosomes were defined as paired 

sequence alignment lengths that were the same length as the sequence from which the terminal 

ends were extracted; as this would indicate that no DNA was excised from the middle of the 

sequence.  

Discontinuous dinucleosome paired sequence alignments were graphed versus sequence 

length.  Threshold levels from in silico datasets were used to determine significant peaks.  

Significant peaks were compared to in silico graphical models to identify which 30nm chromatin 

fiber models are present within the human genome. 

Results 
 

We aligned and analyzed whole-genome sequences obtained from HeLa cells that were 

cross-linked or not cross-linked with formaldehyde using an in vivo methodology that captured 

internucleosomal interactions within the 30nm chromatin fiber.  These sequences were provided 

by Dr. Litt.  For this experimental method, discontinuous dinucleosome sequences are used for 

determining the internucleosomal interactions within the 30nm chromatin fiber.  These sequences 
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ensure that a portion of the linker DNA between the nucleosomes was excised during the 

digestion stage.  Digestion of linker DNA is essential in distinguishing dinucleosomes which are 

associated due to cross-linking versus dinucleosomes which are associated because they are on a 

continuous strand of DNA.  Consequently, discontinuous dinucleosome sequences should 

represent internucleosomal interactions.  Whole-genome sequences were filtered for 

discontinuous dinucleosome sequences, and the 5’ and 3’ terminal sequences lengths of 50, 100, 

and 145nt were extracted and aligned to the human genome.  These paired sequence alignments 

were graphed and compared to the in silico graphical models to determine which nucleosome 

arrangement model is present in the human genome.   

Experimental samples were filtered and discontinuous dinucleosome sequences identified 
 

  To analyze only sequences resultant from dinucleosomes, sequences from each sample 

were filtered to only include lengths of DNA corresponding to dinucleosomes.  Dinucleosome 

sequences were defined as lengths between 294nt and 414nt.  For the HS3C samples (control), 

180777 sequenced strings were filtered down to 606 strings of length 294-414nt with no 

duplicates (Figure 28).  For the HS3A samples (sample), 169703 sequenced strings were filtered 

down to 26952 strings of length 294-414nt with no duplicates. Duplicates were removed to 

prevent pseudo-replication within the datasets.  For the remaining sequences, 5’ and 3’ terminal 

sequences of DNA lengths 50, 100, and 145nt were aligned as paired terminal sequences to the 

entire known human genome.   
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Figure 28.  Filtering of whole genome sequences from cross-linked (HS3A) and uncross-
linked (HS3C).  The illustration above indicates the method used to identify relevant sequences.  
HS3A and HS3C indicate whole genome sequences from cross-linked and uncross-linked 
samples.  First, all partial sequence reads were removed (Full Sequences).  Next, sequences that 
were not 294-414bps in length were removed (Lengths 294-414).  Finally, duplicate sequences 
were removed (Duplicates Removed).  These filtered sequences were aligned to the entire 
human genome and compared to in silico models.  

Alignment of paired terminal sequences from both whole-genome sequence samples were 

performed to determine internucleosomal interaction distances within the in vivo 30nm chromatin 

fiber.   Alignment of paired terminal sequences from the uncross-linked sample (HS3C) returned 

332, 71, and 49 paired sequence alignments for 50, 100, and 145nt length alignment terminals, 

respectively (Table 6).  The cross-linked sample (HS3A) returned 17697, 2351, and 1508 paired 

sequence alignments for 50, 100, and 145nt length alignment terminals, respectively (Table 6).  

Because we are only interested in discontinuous sequences, these sequences were evaluated to 

determine if they were continuous or discontinuous. Discontinuous dinucleosomes sequences for 

HS3C with terminal lengths of 50, 100, and 145nt are (79.8%), (25.4%), and (4.1%), respectively 

(Figure 29).  Discontinuous dinucleosomes sequences for HS3A with terminal lengths of 50, 100, 

and 145nt are (66.4%), (38.0%), and (18.5%), respectively (Figure 29).  The cross-linked sample 

had more discontinuous dinucleosomes sequences than the uncross-linked sample.  This suggests 

that the sequences for the cross-linked sample were enriched for internuclosomeal interactions. 
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Table 6.  Alignment of single and paired terminal sequences from the filtered HS3A and 
HS3C whole genome sequences against the entire human genome.  To the left indicates the 
sample and the length of the sequences aligned.  Total Alignments indicate total number of 
alignments for each sequence.  Sequences with Alignments indicate the total number of 
sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  
Total Paired sequence alignments indicates the total number of paired sequence alignments.  
Sequences with Paired sequence alignments indicates the total number of sequence strings 
from the entire genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment. 

 Total 
Alignments 

Sequences with 
Alignments 

Total Paired 
Sequence 

Alignments 

Sequences with Paired 
Sequence Alignments 

HS3A-50 983274 35143 17697 5652 
HS3A-100 72875 12587 2351 2313 
HS3A-145 18691 8060 1508 1508 
HS3C-50 17318 745 332 171 
HS3C-100 1302 308 71 71 
HS3C-145 683 233 49 49 

 

 

Figure 29.  Paired sequence alignments from filtered HS3A and HS3C whole genome 
sequences in continuous and discontinuous sequences.  Brown spheres represent nucleosomes 
and red lines represent DNA.  For continuous dinucleosomes, the DNA sequence is unbroken.  
For discontinuous dinucleosomes, the DNA sequence has been digested/broken by MNase 
digestion.  Discontinuous dinucleosomes may be captured by formaldehyde cross-linking (C=O).  
The left indicates the whole genome samples HS3A and HS3C.  50, 100, and 145 indicates the 
length of aligned terminal sequences.  The number indicates the counts of paired sequence 
alignments.  The parentheses indicate the percentage of paired sequence alignments relative to 
total paired sequence alignments for continuous and discontinuous sequences.    
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Graphical representation of paired sequence alignments for discontinuous whole-genome 
sequences from cross-linked and uncross-linked samples.   

 Paired terminal sequence alignments from discontinuous dinucleosome sequences from 

cross-linked and uncross-linked samples were graphed in the same method as the in silico model 

datasets.  These graphs were compared to the in silico graphical models to identify sequence 

alignment peaks which are consistent with internucleosomal interactions for any of the six 30nm 

chromatin fiber models assessed. 

In Figure 30, paired terminal sequence alignments of discontinuous dinucleosome 

sequences from the uncross-linked samples were graphed versus total base pair length from the 5’ 

to 3’ terminal ends of the paired sequence alignments.  The significance threshold (red line) of 

19(145nt), 29(100nt), and 168(50nt) was determined from the in silico model datasets.  Peaks 

below this line may be due to off-target random paired sequence alignments.  Of the 332 paired 

sequence alignments from the 50nt terminal ends, no paired sequence alignments (0%) were 

significant (Table 7).  Of the 71 paired sequence alignments from the 100nt terminal ends, no 

paired sequence alignments (0%) were significant.  Of the 49 paired sequence alignments from 

the 145nt terminal ends, no paired sequence alignments (0%) were significant.  Therefore, all 

observed peaks were below the threshold.  This is consistent with the discontinuous dinucleosome 

sequences being created by random nucleosomal ligations rather than nucleosomal ligations due 

to internucleosomal interactions.   
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In Figure 31, paired terminal sequence alignments of discontinuous dinucleosome 

sequences from the cross-linked (HS3A) samples were graphed versus total base pair length from 

the 5’ to 3’ terminal ends of the paired sequence alignments.  The significance threshold (red line) 

of 19(145nt), 29(100nt), and 168(50nt) was determined from the in silico model datasets.  Peaks 

below this line may be due to off-target random paired sequence alignments.  Of the 17697 paired 

sequence alignments from the 50nt terminal ends, 3306 (18.68%) were significant (Table 7).  Of 

the 2351 paired sequence alignments from the 100nt terminal ends, no paired sequence 

alignments (0%) were significant.  Of the 1508 paired sequence alignments from the 50nt 

terminal ends, 127 (8.42%) were significant.  All significant paired sequence alignment were 

observed from 294 to 420nt.  No significant paired sequence alignment peaks were observed 

greater than 420nt. This pattern is consistent with the 1-start 30nm chromatin fiber models; 

however, the lack of data at total base pair ranges greater than 420nt does not inform us about 

internucleosomal interactions between turns of the 30nm chromatin fiber.   Note that because no 

significant sequence alignment peaks were observed when the terminal sequence length was 

145nt, all peaks could be the result of random paired sequence alignments. 

Table 7.  Paired terminal sequence alignments from discontinuous whole genome sequence 
samples.  The text at the top of the table indicates the sample and length of the terminal sequence 
pairs aligned.  Total paired sequence alignments indicate the total number of peaks whereas 
total significant paired sequence alignments indicate the total number of peaks at or above the 
threshold line.  Percent significant represents the percentage of total paired sequence alignments 
that were significant.   

 HS3A-50 HS3A-100 HS3A-145 HS3C-50 HS3C-100 HS3C-145 
Total Paired 
sequence 
alignments 

11742 2351 1508 332 71 49 

Total 
Significant 
Paired 
sequence 
alignments 

3306 127 0 0 0 0 

Percentage 
Significant 

18.7% 8.42% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
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Figure 31.  Graph of paired terminal sequence alignments from the discontinuous cross-linked (HS3A) whole genome sequences.  The 
text above the graph indicates the sample and alignment length of terminal sequences.  Counts indicate the number of paired sequence 
alignments, shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the 
paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The red line represents a threshold that was set based on the in silico model datasets.  The threshold 
indicates a target at or above which we are confident that 99.9% of peaks are not the result of random paired sequence alignments.  Below the 
graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  Nucleosome 2 is indicated in blue.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 
bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp).  Purple lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence 
alignment peaks.  Lengths from 294 to 4687bp are graphed in Appendix B Figures 53-55. 
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Discussion 
 

  The experimental and control samples were first filtered to remove partial reads, 

sequences greater than 414nt or less than 294nt, and duplicate sequences.  The cutoff of 294nt 

corresponds to the length of a dinucleosome with no linker DNA.  Sequences shorter than this 

amount do not contain the full nucleosomal DNA, and cannot be accurately aligned with this 

method.  The cutoff of 414nt corresponds to the length of a dinucleosome with a maximum of 

80nt of DNA plus approximately 20nt on either tail.  This tail DNA is allowed because the 

experimental process does not cleave off the entirety of linker DNA.  The HS3A samples and the 

HS3C samples started with approximately the same quantity of DNA sequences.   Since the 

control samples do not contain cross-linked dinucleosomes, any filtered sequences would 

represent contamination from incomplete digestion of the 30nm chromatin fiber, or random 

ligation of single nucleosomes.  After filtering, the experimental samples contained about 44 

times the sequences as the control samples.  This is most likely due to expected low numbers in 

the control samples, and not errors during experimental procedure, sequencing, or filtering.    

 Both the control and experimental sample were aligned with 50 and 100nt terminal ends, 

as well as 145nt terminal ends in an attempt to increase the percentage of paired sequence 

alignments.  In comparison to the model datasets that used 145nt terminal ends, the experimental 

samples had a higher total sequence alignment/paired sequence alignment ratio.  This is most 

likely resultant of sequencing errors, or difference in the exact genome makeup between the 

genome of the experimental cells and the NCBI genome.  The difference in genome makeup error 

could also be attributed to gaps of sequencing data in the NCBI genome.  Terminal alignments 

falling in these gap regions would not be aligned and would lower the amount of alignments.  

Furthermore, paired sequence alignments where only one terminal fell in a gap region would be 

recorded as just one terminal hit, and would not count as a paired sequence alignment, thus 
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inflating the terminal hit/paired terminal hit ratio.  Alignments using 50 and 100nt terminal ends 

increased the terminal alignments and paired terminal alignments; however, paired sequence 

alignments were still lower than model datasets.   

 Patterns of number of alignments versus chromosome length for the experimental and 

control samples followed the same patterns as the model datasets.  The correlation between 

number of alignments and chromosome length was positive.  The only exception is low/no 

alignment counts on chromosome Y.  This is expected as the cells were HeLa cells, and should 

not contain a Y chromosome.  Any alignments on this chromosome should be the result of non-

specific alignments, or alignments in regions of other chromosomes that are duplicated on the Y 

chromosome.   

 Paired sequence alignments from the experimental and control samples were then 

compared to the original sample sequences to determine if the paired sequence alignment was 

from a continuous or discontinuous dinucleosome.  The blunting of ends created from excising 

the DNA before the ligation process results in the ability to distinguish dinucleosomes that are the 

result of cross-linking and digestion (discontinuous dinucleosomes), and those that are the result 

of incomplete digestion between adjacent nucleosomes (continuous dinucleosomes).  Continuous 

dinucleosomes, paired sequence alignments whose length exactly matches the corresponding 

sequence from the sample set, are contamination from incomplete digestion and were removed.  

Lower continuous dinucleosome percentages for 100 and 145nt terminal ends in the experimental 

samples as compared to the control samples indicates that the cross-linking of close proximity 

nucleosomes and the digestion of linker DNA was successful.  A decrease in the percentage for 

50nt terminal ends in the experimental samples compared to the control samples indicates that 

aligning with 50nt terminal ends increases false alignments, as there is no physical difference in 

the dataset when changing the terminal end alignment length   
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 Graphing significant paired sequence alignments and discontinuous dinucleosome paired 

sequence alignments on nucleosome arrays with differing nucleosome repeat lengths would allow 

identification of possible nucleosomes per string for each length of significant paired sequence 

alignments.  Only the HS3A samples with 50nt terminal end alignments had high enough tallied 

paired sequence alignments to distinguish significant paired sequence alignments from 

background alignments.  Graphing of the significant paired sequence alignments indicated that in 

both the experimental and control samples, for 50, 100, and 145nt terminal ends, identified 

significant paired sequence alignments corresponded to complete nucleosome array groups with 

lengths of 2 nucleosomes.  These results initially suggest that one of the solenoid models is a 

probable nucleosome arrangement model; however, lack of paired sequence alignments of higher 

lengths indicates that there might be a potential problem with the experimental samples or the 

methodology.   

 The lack of nucleosome array groups of length greater than 3 nucleosomes, which would 

correspond to bindings of nucleosomes between turns of the fiber, is possibly the result of the 

binding distance of formaldehyde.  Formaldehyde has a cross-linking length of 2.3 – 

2.7Å(Sutherland, et al., 2008).  This distance may not be large enough to cross-link between 

ramps of the predicted models, but result only in cross-links between nuclesomes of the same 

ramp.   

Analysis of the experimental samples as a whole yielded not enough data to determine a 

particular nucleosome model.  This could be a result of experimental methodology, variability in 

experimental samples, errors in these particular sample sets, or the samples could contain 

sequences from multiple models.   



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 
Future Directions 

 

 

 

Computer Scripts 
 

 Future directions for program updates should be focused on increasing the speed of 

alignments and processing aligned alignments, while also obtaining a high percentage of accurate 

terminal alignments: of these, an increased percentage of accurate terminal alignments are most 

important.  Increased alignments can be accomplished by modifying the regular expression 

algorithm.  Using non-exact regular expressions can increase the number of alignments at the cost 

of accuracy and time.  Various factors, including word length, percentage of mismatches in the 

string, and penalties for insertions/deletions/ mutations can play a factor in the number of 

alignments and time of alignments (Baxevanis and Ouellette, 2001).  As such, analysis should be 

done to determine the best alignment results in the shortest amount of time. 

 The time required for the alignment and paired sequence alignment validation process 

can also be shortened by using multiple processors to handle sequential parts.  Using a non-

threading version of PERL could also slightly increase the speed, as threaded versions sacrifice 

speed for functionality that would not be used in this alignment.  After all alignments for a 

sequence have been identified, the results could be passed to a child program using a separate 

processor to identify valid paired sequence alignments and write all information to the output file.  

Once the alignments are sent to the child program, the parent program could begin alignments on 
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the next sequence while the child program is identifying paired sequence alignments.  This 

decreases the time of the alignment and paired sequence alignment validation process to slightly 

more than the alignment time itself.   

 The program should also allow for filtering paired sequence alignments based on the 

function of the sequence.  Various studies have identified distinct patterns of sequences or 

nucleosomes depending on functionality of the DNA; including gene promoter regions, proximity 

to transcription sites of active genes, and proximity to AA/TT multi-binding sites(Hebert and 

Roest Crollius, 2010; Schones, et al., 2008; Wan, et al., 2009).  Nucleosome patterns also vary 

between species (Tsankov, et al., 2010).  Studying binding patterns with varying nucleosome 

patterns may help identify the role of nucleosome compaction and the reason for varying 

nucleosome patterns within species. 

Experimental Methodology and Analysis 
 

 Future directions for experimental protocols should be focused on optimizing the number 

of useful dinucleosomes.  This can be accomplished by modifying the cross-linking of close 

proximity nucleosomes and optimizing the digestion of linker DNA.  By optimizing the cross-

linking steps, the number of dinucleosomes can be increased 

 Optimizing the cross-linking process could increase the number of close proximity 

dinucleosomes that are created. Increased binding distance may increase the number of cross-

linked dinucleosomes, specifically between nucleosomes on sequential ramps, but could also 

increase binding of non-adjacent nucleosomes.  Space filling models could be constructed to 

determine the optimal binding size for each of the leading  models, and modifications of these 

models.   
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 Optimizing the digestion process could increase the number of discontinuous 

dinucleosomes.  Complete digestion of linker DNA allows for distinction of nucleosomal DNA, 

and will increase the accuracy of alignments and nucleosome array group size determinations.  

Complete digestion of linker DNA also increases the number of dinucleosomes, and ensures that 

dinucleosomes are the result of cross-linked nucleosomes.  Digesting linker DNA after the 30nm 

chromatin fiber is disrupted increases the probability of digesting linker DNA located within the 

30nm fiber.  Disassociating nucleosomes removes the steric hindrance of inner chromatin fiber 

size to endonucleases, and allows internal linker DNA to be digested.  This can potentially 

increase the number of dis-continuous dinucleosomes as all of the linker DNA is digested 

between all nucleosomes. 

 In order to increase the number of sequenced DNA strands, a different sequencing 

platform such as Illumina sequencing could be used.  Illumina sequencing provides millions of 

alignments; however it does not offer continuous sequencing of the DNA.  Illumina sequencing 

only sequences the ends (about 36bp) of each DNA strand.  To determine if this shorter alignment 

length is adequate in producing identifiable signal peaks, in silico tests should be run on large 

datasets; approximately 1 million sequences genome-wide.  The main downside of this 

sequencing platform with the current method is its inability to identify continuous dinucleosomes.  

For this methodology to be implemented successfully, the ratio of discontinuous to continuous 

nucleosomes needs to be increased.   

 Future analysis should also be focused on new statistical methods that focus on 

distinguishing signal peaks from noise peaks in experimental results.  Experimental results 

include a higher level of noise, and broader signal peaks.  Possible solutions include using peak-

to-peak ratios to determine signal peaks within variable noise, and using areas under peaks 

instead of peak heights to assign significant peaks to nucleosome array groups.   
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Appendix A 

 

Figure 32.  Pattern of extracted sequences from each chromosome for generation of solenoid-interdigitated in silico model dataset.  
Chromosome number is located on the left.  Each horizontal rectangle is representative of the length of each chromosome.    Three 
thousand sequences were randomly chosen from each chromosome, indicated by black lines.  Red blocks indicate incomplete sequence 
blocks.   
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Figure 33.  Pattern of extracted sequences from each chromosome for generation of cross-linker even in silico model dataset.  
Chromosome number is located on the left.  Each horizontal rectangle is representative of the length of each chromosome.    Three 
thousand sequences were randomly chosen from each chromosome, indicated by black lines.  Red blocks indicate incomplete sequence 
blocks.   
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Figure 34.  Pattern of extracted sequences from each chromosome for generation of cross-linker odd in silico model dataset.  
Chromosome number is located on the left.  Each horizontal rectangle is representative of the length of each chromosome.    Three 
thousand sequences were randomly chosen from each chromosome, indicated by black lines.  Red blocks indicate incomplete sequence 
blocks.   
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Figure 35.  Pattern of extracted sequences from each chromosome for generation of twisted ribbon in silico model dataset.  
Chromosome number is located on the left.  Each horizontal rectangle is representative of the length of each chromosome.    Three 
thousand sequences were randomly chosen from each chromosome, indicated by black lines.  Red blocks indicate incomplete sequence 
blocks.   
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Figure 36.  Pattern of extracted sequences from each chromosome for generation of twisted ribbon-interdigitated in silico model 
dataset.  Chromosome number is located on the left.  Each horizontal rectangle is representative of the length of each chromosome.    
Three thousand sequences were randomly chosen from each chromosome, indicated by black lines.  Red blocks indicate incomplete 
sequence blocks.   
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Figure 37.  Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
solenoid-interdigitated dataset.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for each 
sequence. Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that 
had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the chromosome 
from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the sequence was 
aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no alignments, red 
being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being >100% 
(3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below the 
graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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Figure 38.   Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
cross-linker even dataset.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for each sequence. 
Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at 
least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the chromosome 
from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the sequence was 
aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no alignments, red 
being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being >100% 
(3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below the 
graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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Figure 39.  Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
cross-linker odd dataset.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for each sequence. 
Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at 
least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the chromosome 
from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the sequence was 
aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no alignments, red 
being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being >100% 
(3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below the 
graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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Figure 40. Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
twisted ribbon dataset.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for each sequence. 
Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at 
least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the chromosome 
from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the sequence was 
aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no alignments, red 
being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being >100% 
(3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below the 
graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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Figure 41.  Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
twisted ribbon-interdigitated dataset.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for each 
sequence. Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that 
had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of paired 
sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the entire 
genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the chromosome 
from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the sequence was 
aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no alignments, red 
being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being >100% 
(3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below the 
graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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Figure 42.  Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
solenoid dataset with 100nt terminal ends.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for 
each sequence. Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome 
that had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of 
paired sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the 
entire genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the 
chromosome from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the 
sequence was aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no 
alignments, red being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being 
>100% (3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below 
the graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.   
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Figure 43.  Color map of sequence alignments against the entire human genome for the 
solenoid dataset with 50nt terminal ends.  Top left: Ratio of total number of alignments for 
each sequence. Bottom left: Ratio of the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome 
that had at least one alignment from a paired sequence.  Top Right: Ratio of total number of 
paired sequence alignments.  Bottom Right: Ratio of total number of sequence strings from the 
entire genome that had at least one paired sequence alignment.  The X-axis indicates the 
chromosome from which the sequence originated.  The Y-axis indicates the chromosome that the 
sequence was aligned against. The color represents the ratio of alignments with white being no 
alignments, red being <100% (1/3000 to 2999/3000), black being 100% (3000/3000), green being 
>100% (3001/3000 to 9000/3000, and yellow being >300% (>9000/3000).  The color bar below 
the graph indicates these percentages going from white to yellow.  
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Figure 44.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the solenoid dataset.  Counts indicate the number of 
paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ terminal 
base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at least 1 complete turn of 
the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test with a Z score of 
3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome arrays.  NRL indicates 
the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple lines are guides to assist 
in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 45. Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the solenoid-interdigitated dataset.  Counts indicate the 
number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at least 1 
complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test 
with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 46.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the cross-linker even dataset.  Counts indicate the 
number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at least 1 
complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test 
with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.    
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Figure 47.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the cross-linker odd dataset.  Counts indicate the 
number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between the 5’ and 3’ 
terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at least 1 
complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z test 
with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 48.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the solenoid dataset with 100nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 49.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the solenoid dataset with 50nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.    
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Table 8.  Alignment of single and paired terminal sequences from the six different in silico 
30nm chromatin fiber model datasets.  To the left indicates the human chromosome.  Total 
Alignments indicate total number of alignments for each sequence.  Sequences with Alignments 
indicate the total number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least one 
alignment from a paired sequence.  Total Paired sequence alignments indicates the total number 
of paired sequence alignments.  Sequences with Paired sequence alignments indicates the total 
number of sequence strings from the entire genome that had at least one paired sequence 
alignment.  Mean indicates the average alignments across all six model datasets.  SD indicates the 
standard deviation of alignments across all six model datasets.  CV indicates the coefficient of 
variance of alignments across all six model datasets. 

Chr. Terminal 
alignments 

Sequences with 
Terminal 
alignments 

Paired Terminal 
alignments 

Sequences with Paired 
Terminal alignments 

1 Mean=9662                     
SD=251                    
CV=0.02597 

Mean=3315                     
SD=11                    
CV=0.00328 

Mean=3202                     
SD=77                    
CV=0.02391 

Mean=3031                     
SD=4                    
CV=0.00129 

2 Mean=9782                     
SD=283                    
CV=0.02894 

Mean=3289                     
SD=12                    
CV=0.00354 

Mean=3167                     
SD=186                    
CV=0.05877 

Mean=3017                     
SD=3                    
CV=0.00101 

3 Mean=9554                     
SD=295                    
CV=0.03089 

Mean=3282                     
SD=10                    
CV=0.00314 

Mean=3078                     
SD=27                    
CV=0.00886 

Mean=3020                     
SD=6                    
CV=0.00195 

4 Mean=9725                     
SD=258                    
CV=0.02651 

Mean=3281                     
SD=17                    
CV=0.00517 

Mean=3117                     
SD=34                    
CV=0.01086 

Mean=3017                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00151 

5 Mean=9453                     
SD=258                    
CV=0.02725 

Mean=3281                     
SD=17                    
CV=0.00533 

Mean=3138                     
SD=76                    
CV=0.02406 

Mean=3022                     
SD=4                    
CV=0.00136 

6 Mean=8782                     
SD=236                    
CV=0.02683 

Mean=3285                     
SD=8                    
CV=0.00253 

Mean=3070                     
SD=30                    
CV=0.00964 

Mean=3021                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00168 

7 Mean=8573                     
SD=149                    
CV=0.01738 

Mean=3264                     
SD=8                    
CV=0.00231 

Mean=3100                     
SD=30                    
CV=0.00957 

Mean=3017                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00161 

X Mean=10584                     
SD=356                    
CV=0.0336 

Mean=3703                     
SD=28                    
CV=0.00747 

Mean=3521                     
SD=67                    
CV=0.01911 

Mean=3339                     
SD=22                    
CV=0.00673 

8 Mean=8392                     
SD=191                    
CV=0.02275 

Mean=3264                     
SD=13                    
CV=0.00409 

Mean=3073                     
SD=16                    
CV=0.00526 

Mean=3017                     
SD=6                    
CV=0.00205 

9 Mean=8171                     
SD=156                    
CV=0.01911 

Mean=3256                     
SD=15                    
CV=0.00467 

Mean=3155                     
SD=25                    
CV=0.00793 

Mean=3017                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00167 

10 Mean=7935                     
SD=193                    
CV=0.02431 

Mean=3249                     
SD=12                    
CV=0.00372 

Mean=3102                     
SD=18                    
CV=0.00586 

Mean=3014                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00167 
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Chr. Terminal 
alignments 

Sequences with 
Terminal 
alignments 

Paired Terminal 
alignments 

Sequences with Paired 
Terminal alignments 

11 Mean=8235                     
SD=206                    
CV=0.025 

Mean=3261                     
SD=9                    
CV=0.00274 

Mean=3065                     
SD=18                    
CV=0.00588 

Mean=3019                     
SD=4                    
CV=0.00142 

12 Mean=8024                     
SD=147                    
CV=0.0183 

Mean=3251                     
SD=11                    
CV=0.00341 

Mean=3047                     
SD=18                    
CV=0.00605 

Mean=3013                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00165 

13 Mean=7467                     
SD=162                    
CV=0.02164 

Mean=3233                     
SD=13                    
CV=0.00391 

Mean=3041                     
SD=15                    
CV=0.00494 

Mean=3012                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00149 

14 Mean=7406                     
SD=110                    
CV=0.01479 

Mean=3242                     
SD=7                    
CV=0.00222 

Mean=3058                     
SD=51                    
CV=0.01657 

Mean=3019                     
SD=3                    
CV=0.00104 

15 Mean=7359                     
SD=139                    
CV=0.01884 

Mean=3221                     
SD=7                    
CV=0.00223 

Mean=3089                     
SD=22                    
CV=0.00717 

Mean=3012                     
SD=3                    
CV=0.00108 

16 Mean=7143                     
SD=85                    
CV=0.01184 

Mean=3205                     
SD=7                    
CV=0.00231 

Mean=3099                     
SD=17                    
CV=0.00555 

Mean=3015                     
SD=4                    
CV=0.00147 

17 Mean=6733                     
SD=68                    
CV=0.01009 

Mean=3187                     
SD=12                    
CV=0.00375 

Mean=3058                     
SD=21                    
CV=0.00702 

Mean=3008                     
SD=2                    
CV=0.00081 

18 Mean=7240                     
SD=79                    
CV=0.01094 

Mean=3215                     
SD=5                    
CV=0.00144 

Mean=3035                     
SD=18                    
CV=0.00594 

Mean=3011                     
SD=3                    
CV=0.00086 

19 Mean=6520                     
SD=67                    
CV=0.01029 

Mean=3152                     
SD=8                    
CV=0.00265 

Mean=3078                     
SD=36                    
CV=0.01162 

Mean=3006                     
SD=2                    
CV=0.0007 

20 Mean=6747                     
SD=55                    
CV=0.00821 

Mean=3192                     
SD=8                    
CV=0.00235 

Mean=3022                     
SD=11                    
CV=0.00356 

Mean=3009                     
SD=2                    
CV=0.00081 

Y Mean=7767                     
SD=68                    
CV=0.00877 

Mean=3226                     
SD=13                    
CV=0.0039 

Mean=3626                     
SD=63                    
CV=0.01737 

Mean=3061                     
SD=6                    
CV=0.00183 

22 Mean=6308                     
SD=33                    
CV=0.0052 

Mean=3127                     
SD=9                    
CV=0.00273 

Mean=3035                     
SD=8                    
CV=0.00257 

Mean=3009                     
SD=2                    
CV=0.00081 

21 Mean=6318                     
SD=36                    
CV=0.00564 

Mean=3136                     
SD=11                    
CV=0.00336 

Mean=3007                     
SD=4                    
CV=0.00139 

Mean=3003                     
SD=2                    
CV=0.00054 
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Appendix B 

 

Figure 50.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the HS3C dataset with 145nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 51.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the HS3C dataset with 100nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 52.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the HS3C dataset with 50nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 53.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the HS3A dataset with 145nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 54.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the HS3A dataset with 100nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Figure 55.  Pattern of paired sequence alignments genome-wide consistent with the HS3A dataset with 50nt terminal ends.  Counts 
indicate the number of paired sequence alignments shown as a logarithmic scale (Y-Axis). DNA length indicates the total base pairs between 
the 5’ and 3’ terminal base pairs of the paired sequence alignments (X-Axis).  The x-axis shows a range from 294-4687bp which includes at 
least 1 complete turn of the 30nm fiber for the solenoid model.  The red line indicates a threshold that was set at a confidence of 99.9 using a Z 
test with a Z score of 3.1.  Peaks above this threshold line are considered significant.  Below the graph, orange cylinders indicate nucleosome 
arrays.  NRL indicates the nucleosome repeat lengths (159 bp, 170 bp, 178 bp, 188 bp, 196 bp, 206 bp, 217bp) which were analyzed.  Purple 
lines are guides to assist in alignment of nucleosome ends to paired sequence alignment peaks.   
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Appendix C 

PERL Software Scripts utilized within this work to investigate 30nm chromatin fibers. 
 

PERL Software Package includes: 
 Genome Sequence Generator 
 Raw Data Extraction 
 Genome Alignment 
 Change Alignment Length 
 Alignment Analysis 
 Significant Paired Hits 
 Paired Hit Peak Nucleosome Graph 
 Unknown Sequence Blocks in Chromosomes 
 Chromosome Length 
 Sequence Coverage on Chromosomes 
 Color/Heat Map of Alignments 
 

 

Genome Sequence Generator 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this file to generate sequences based on set linker lengths and inner nucleosome lengths 
# 
############################### 
$ReferenceChromosomeFile = $ARGV[0] || "chr 1.fa"; 
use constant SEQUENCECOUNT => $ARGV[1] || 50000; 
use constant SEQUENCEENDS => $ARGV[2] || 145; 
$TotalNucleosomeNumber= $ARGV[3] || 2; 
$Type = $ARGV[4] || "0"; 
use constant LINKERLENGTHS => qw(159 170 171 178 188 196 206 207 217 218); 
use constant NUCLEOSOMEDNALENGTH => 147; 
($ReferenceChromosome) = split(/\./, $ReferenceChromosomeFile); 
$i=0; 
################## 
use Time::HiRes qw(gettimeofday tv_interval); 
$t0 = [gettimeofday]; 
 

use File::Slurp; 
$ReferenceChromosomeFileDir = "../Genomes/Human/$ReferenceChromosomeFile"; 
$Chromosome = read_file($ReferenceChromosomeFileDir); 
$Chromosome =~ tr/ACTGN//cd;   #Only Allows ACTGN from Chromosome File, deletes 
everything else 
study $Chromosome; 
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$ChromosomeSize = length($Chromosome); 
print $ChromosomeSize."\n"; 
$elapsed = tv_interval($t0,[gettimeofday]); #seconds 
 

print "Read File Size: $elapsed\n"; 
#$EndOnlyFile = "$ReferenceChromosomeFile-".SEQUENCECOUNT."-
$SequenceFileNumber.txt"; 
 

$FASTAFile = "$Type\_$ReferenceChromosomeFile.txt"; 
open (S, ">> ../Sequence Files/$FASTAFile"); 
while($i<SEQUENCECOUNT){ 
 $InnerNucleosomeNumber = $TotalNucleosomeNumber-2; 
 $String=''; 
 $NRL=(LINKERLENGTHS)[int(rand(10))]; 
 $LinkerLength=$NRL-147; 
 $StringLength = 147*$TotalNucleosomeNumber+(($TotalNucleosomeNumber-
1)*$LinkerLength); 
 #$StringLength = int(rand(100)); 
 $StartPoint = int(rand($ChromosomeSize-$StringLength)); 
 $String=substr($Chromosome,$StartPoint,$StringLength); 
 if($String !~ "N"){ 
  $String1 = substr($String,0,145); 
  $String2 = substr($String,-145); 
  print S 
">$Type\_$InnerNucleosomeNumber\_$NRL\_$StringLength\_$StartPoint 
InnerNucleosome=$InnerNucleosomeNumber NRL=$NRL StringLength=$StringLength 
Position=$StartPoint\n"; 
  print S "$String1$String2\n"; 
  $i++; 
 } 
} 
close(S); 
open (LOG, ">> LogFile.txt"); 
 

($sec,$min,$hour,$mday,$mon,$year,$wday,$yday,$isdst)=localtime(time); 
print LOG "GRS\t"; 
printf LOG "%4d-%02d-%02d 
%02d:%02d:%02d\t",$year+1900,$mon+1,$mday,$hour,$min,$sec; 
$elapsed = tv_interval($t0,[gettimeofday]);  
print LOG 
"$EndOnlyFile:$FullFile\t$elapsed\t$ReferenceChromosome:".SEQUENCECOUNT."\n"; 
close(LOG); 
#seconds 
print "Total Time: $elapsed\n"; 
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Raw Data Extraction 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
#This file is to take the raw downloaded FASTA file and put DNA sequences in  
#one line instead of multiple lines.   
#Duplicates have FASTA lines combined 
############################### 
$RawDataFile = $ARGV[0]; 
$OutputFileModifier = $ARGV[1]; 
$OutputFile = "FastaExtract1.txt"; 
$MinLength = $ARGV[2] || 294; 
$MaxLength = $ARGV[3] || 414; 
$SeqNo=0; 
$SeqNo2=0; 
############################### 
 
open (FASTA, "../Sequence Files/Raw Files/$RawDataFile"); 
$OutputFile = "../Sequence Files/$OutputFileModifier Full Sequences ($MinLength-
$MaxLength)-FASTA-No Duplicates.txt"; 
print "Reading FASTA File...\n"; 
while (<FASTA>){ 
 if($_ =~ m/^>/){ 
  $SeqNo++; 
  $_ =~ m/\>(\S+)\s(\S+)\s/g; 
  $SeqID=$1; 
  $SeqLength=$2; 
  $LineFASTA{$SeqNo} = ">$SeqID SequenceID=$SeqNo $SeqLength |"; 
  #print $SeqLength."\n"; 
 } 
 else{ 
  chomp; 
   $LineDNA{$SeqNo} .=$_; 
  } 
} 
close (FASTA); 
print "Checking for Duplicate Sequences...\n"; 
for ($i=1; $i<$SeqNo; $i++){ 
 $LineFASTA{$i} =~ m/length=(\d+)/g;  #>000710_BSU-HS3C_G3QO8C003CYL8I 
length=97 xy=1097_1152 region=3 run=R_2011_06_03_15_56_26_ 
 if($1>=$MinLength && $1<=$MaxLength){ 
  if(!$DuplicateRemover{$LineDNA{$i}}){ 
   push(@NoKeeper, $i); 
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  } 
  #print $LineDNA{$i}."\n"; 
  $DuplicateRemover{$LineDNA{$i}}.=$LineFASTA{$i}; 
 } 
} 
$NumberWriteStrings=scalar(@NoKeeper); 
print "Writing to File: $NumberWriteStrings/$SeqNo Strings...\n"; 
open (F, ">> $OutputFile"); 
foreach $Number (@NoKeeper){ 
 print F "$DuplicateRemover{$LineDNA{$Number}}\n"; 
 print F "$LineDNA{$Number}\n"; 
} 
close (F); 

 

Genome Alignment 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#This file blasts the 5' and 3' terminal ends of the sequence strings and 
#identifies valid paired hits based on polarity 
#All information is recorded so further calculations can be achieved without 
#having to reblast the sequences 
# 
##############################################################################
# 
use constant ENDLENGTH => $ARGV[3] || 145; 
use constant STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM => 4687; #Max length of: 147X+(X-1)Y  ;X=12, 
Y=80 
use constant STRINGMATCHVERIFICATIONS => qw(0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1); 
$BlastChromosome = $ARGV[0] || 'chr X.fa';   
$DNASequenceFile = $ARGV[1] || 'Full Sequences (294-414)-FASTA-No Duplicates.txt'; 
$Species = $ARGV[2] || 'Human'; 
##############################################################################
# 
$BlastChromosomeDirectory = "Genomes/$Species"; 
$TempOutputFile = "../Analysis/$Species/Alignment 
Results/$DNASequenceFile^".ENDLENGTH."^$Species^$BlastChromosome"; 
########################Baseline Values######################################## 
$NumberOfSequences = 0; 
$TotalPairedHits = 0; 
$PairedHits = 0; 
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##############################################################################
# 
use Time::HiRes qw(gettimeofday tv_interval); 
$t0 = [gettimeofday]; 
 

use File::Slurp;     
$Chromosome = read_file("../$BlastChromosomeDirectory/$BlastChromosome");  #Read entire 
file into string 
$Chromosome =~ tr/ACTGN//cd;   #Only Allows ACTGN from Genome File, deletes everything 
else 
study $Chromosome; 
$elapsed = tv_interval($t0,[gettimeofday]); 
print $elapsed."\n"; 
 

open (F, ">> $TempOutputFile"); 
print F "#Seq No.|No. Total Seq Matches|No. Paired Seq Matches|StartPosition(Type)-
EndPosition(Type)[Length][MatchCode]|All positions for terminal matches\n"; 
open (DNApairs,"../Sequence Files/$DNASequenceFile"); 
while(<DNApairs>){ 
 $_=~m/\>(\S+)/g; 
 $FASTALine=$1; 
 $DNALine=<DNApairs>; 
 $NumberOfSequences++; 
 #Reset Values for This Iteration 
 $CurrentPairedHits=0;  #Current number tracker for multiples in  
 %Position = ();   
 $AllPositions=''; 
 $PairInformation=''; 
  

$DNALine =~ tr/ACTG//cd; 
 #Set Left, Reverse Left, Right, and Reverse Right Terminals 
 $First0 = uc substr($DNALine,0, ENDLENGTH); 
 $Last0 = uc substr($DNALine, -1*ENDLENGTH); 
 $First1 = reverse $First0;    
 $Last1 = reverse $Last0; 
  
 while($Chromosome =~ m/($First0)/g){    #Search for First 
Terminal positions and store 
  $StartOfString = pos($Chromosome) - ENDLENGTH; #NT Number of Start of 
Sequence Hit 
  $Position{$StartOfString}=1;    
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 #$Position{$p}=$1; #Store in Hash System. Key=position, Value=Sequence 
  $AllPositions .= $StartOfString."(1)-"; 
  pos($Chromosome)=$StartOfString+1; 
 } 
 while($Chromosome =~ m/($First1)/g){    #Search for First 
Terminal Reversed positions and store 
  $StartOfString = pos($Chromosome) - ENDLENGTH; #NT Number of Start of 
Sequence Hit 
  $Position{$StartOfString}=2;    
 #$Position{$p}=$1; #Store in Hash System. Key=position, Value=Sequence 
  $AllPositions .= $StartOfString."(2)-"; 
  pos($Chromosome)=$StartOfString+1; 
 } 
 while($Chromosome =~ m/($Last0)/g){     #Search for 
Last Terminal positions and store 
  $StartOfString = pos($Chromosome) - ENDLENGTH; #NT Number of Start of 
Sequence Hit 
  $Position{$StartOfString}=4;    
 #$Position{$p}=$1; #Store in Hash System. Key=position, Value=Sequence 
  $AllPositions .= $StartOfString."(4)-"; 
  pos($Chromosome)=$StartOfString+1; 
 } 
 while($Chromosome =~ m/($Last1)/g){     #Search for 
Last Terminal Reversed positions and store 
  $StartOfString = pos($Chromosome) - ENDLENGTH; #NT Number of Start of 
Sequence Hit 
  $Position{$StartOfString}=8;    
 #$Position{$p}=$1; #Store in Hash System. Key=position, Value=Sequence 
  $AllPositions .= $StartOfString."(8)-"; 
  pos($Chromosome)=$StartOfString+1; 
 } 
 @IndexOfPositions = sort {$a <=> $b} keys %Position; #Sort ALL Hit positions 
Numerically 
 $k=$#IndexOfPositions;        
 # 
 

 for($i=0;$i<$k;$i++){        
 #Iterate through Hit positions to identify Paired Hits 
  $IoPi=$IndexOfPositions[$i]; 
  $PIoPi = $Position{$IoPi}; 
  for($j=$i+1;$j<=$k;$j++){ 
   $IoPj = $IndexOfPositions[$j]; 
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   #Calculate Overall MatchCode for each matched pair 
   $TotalSequenceLength = $IoPj-$IoPi+ENDLENGTH; 
   last if $TotalSequenceLength >=STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM;  
 #If String length is more than maximum value, end loop 
   $ThisMatchCode = $PIoPi | $Position{$IoPj}; 
 

   if( (STRINGMATCHVERIFICATIONS)[$ThisMatchCode]){ 
 #If MatchCode matches a correct pair 
    $CurrentPairedHits++;    #Increment 
current matches found for this sequence 
    #StartPosition(Type)-EndPosition(Type)[Length][MatchCode]  
    $PairInformation .= $IoPi - ENDLENGTH."(".$PIoPi.")-
".$IoPj."(".$Position{$IoPj}.")[".$TotalSequenceLength."][".$ThisMatchCode."],";  
  
    #print "$.-$m\n"; #Print to allow quick checking of 
program while it is running 
   } 
  } 
  next if $TotalSequenceLength >=STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM; #If 
String length is more than maximum value, go to next match 
 } 
 $TotalPairedHits+=$CurrentPairedHits; #Increment OverAll Matches found 
 chop($PairInformation); 
 $CurrentHits = $#IndexOfPositions+1; 
 print "$NumberOfSequences-$TotalPairedHits-$CurrentPairedHits-$CurrentHits\n";
 #Print Line Number,TotalPairedHits,CurrentPairedHits,  
 $TotalCurrentHits +=$CurrentHits; 
 chop($AllPositions); 
 $SeqEndLength = length($First1); 
 print F 
"$FASTALine|$CurrentHits|$CurrentPairedHits|$PairInformation|$AllPositions\n"; 
} 
close (F); 
 

#Rename TempOutputFile to OutputFile 
$OutputFile = "../Analysis/$Species/Alignment 
Results/$DNASequenceFile^".ENDLENGTH."^$Species^$BlastChromosome^$NumberOfSequ
ences.txt"; 
rename $TempOutputFile, $OutputFile; 
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print "\n"; 
open (LOG, ">> ../Log Files/UsageLog.txt"); 
($sec,$min,$hour,$mday,$mon,$year,$wday,$yday,$isdst)=localtime(time); 
print LOG "Alignment\t"; 
printf LOG "%4d-%02d-%02d 
%02d:%02d:%02d\t",$year+1900,$mon+1,$mday,$hour,$min,$sec; 
$elapsed = tv_interval($t0,[gettimeofday]);  
print LOG 
"$OutputFile\t$elapsed\t$DNASequenceFile:$BlastChromosome:$TotalCurrentHits:$TotalPaired
Hits:$NumberOfSequences:".ENDLENGTH.":".STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM."\n"; 
close(LOG); 
print "Total Hits: $TotalCurrentHits\n"; 
print "Total Paired Hits: $TotalPairedHits\n"; 
print "Total Time: $elapsed seconds\n"; 
print "Chromosome Length: ".length($Chromosome)."\n"; 

 

Change Alignment Length 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this file to change the valid length of paired alignments 
############################### 
use constant ENDLENGTH => $ARGV[3] || 145; 
use constant ENDLENGTHOFFSET => $ARGV[4] || 0; 
use constant STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM => $ARGV[5] || 4687; #Max length of: 
147X+(X-1)Y  ;X=12, Y=80 
use constant STRINGLENGTHMINIMUM => $ARGV[6] || 294; #Max length of: 
147X+(X-1)Y  ;X=12, Y=80 
use constant STRINGMATCHVERIFICATIONS => qw(0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1); 
$AnalysisFile = $ARGV[0] || 'chr Y-50000-145-0.txt'; #Later this will be passed to program 
$Species = $ARGV[1] || 'Human'; 
$BlastChromosomeDirectory = "Genomes/$Species"; 
############################### 
use POSIX; 
use Time::HiRes qw(gettimeofday tv_interval); 
$t0 = [gettimeofday]; 
@Files = <"../Analysis/$Species/Alignment Results/*">; 
 

foreach $File (@Files){ 
 if($File=~ /\.txt/g){ 
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 $OutputFile = "$File^Length-".STRINGLENGTHMINIMUM."-
".STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM.".txt"; 
 open (F, ">> $OutputFile"); 
 print F "#Seq No.|No. Total Seq Matches|No. Paired Seq Matches|StartPosition(Type)-
EndPosition(Type)[Length][MatchCode]|All positions for terminal matches\n"; 
 open (DNApairs,"$File"); 
 $FirstLine = <DNApairs>; 
 print "Processing...\n"; 
 while(<DNApairs>){ 
  $ThisPairedSeq=0; 
  %Position = (); 
  $AllPositions2=''; 
  $PairInformation=''; 
  chomp; 
  ($SeqNo,$TotalSeq,$PairedSeq,$StartEndPos,$AllPositions) = split(/\|/,$_); 
  while($AllPositions =~ m/(\d+)\((\d)\)/g){ 
   $Position{$1}=$2; 
   $AllPositions2 .= "$1($2)-"; 
  } 
   @IndexOfPositions = sort {$a <=> $b} keys %Position; #Sort ALL Hit 
positions Numerically 
  $k=$#IndexOfPositions;  
  for($i=0;$i<$k;$i++){        
 #Iterate through Hit positions to identify Paired Hits 
   $IoPi=$IndexOfPositions[$i]; 
   $PIoPi = $Position{$IoPi}; 
   for($j=$i+1;$j<=$k;$j++){ 
    $IoPj = $IndexOfPositions[$j]; 
    #Calculate Overall MatchCode for each matched pair 
    $TotalSequenceLength = $IoPj-$IoPi+ENDLENGTH; 
    next if $TotalSequenceLength <STRINGLENGTHMINIMUM;  
 #If String length is more than maximum value, end loop 
    last if $TotalSequenceLength 
>=STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM;   #If String length is more than maximum value, end loop 
    $ThisMatchCode = $PIoPi | $Position{$IoPj}; 
    if( (STRINGMATCHVERIFICATIONS)[$ThisMatchCode]){ 
 #If MatchCode matches a correct pair 
     $ThisPairedSeq++; 
     #StartPosition(Type)-
EndPosition(Type)[Length][MatchCode]  
     $PairInformation .= $IoPi - 
ENDLENGTH."(".$PIoPi.")-
".$IoPj."(".$Position{$IoPj}.")[".$TotalSequenceLength."][".$ThisMatchCode."],";  
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     #print "$.-$m\n"; #Print to allow quick checking 
of program while it is running 
    } 
   } 
   next if $TotalSequenceLength >=STRINGLENGTHMAXIMUM;
 #If String length is more than maximum value, go to next match 
  }  
  chop($AllPositions2); 
  chop($PairInformation); 
  print F "$SeqNo|$TotalSeq|$ThisPairedSeq|$PairInformation|$AllPositions2\n" 
 } 
 } 
} 
close (F); 

 

Alignment Analysis 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this file to Summarize Analysis files# 
# 
############################### 
$AnalysisGroup = $ARGV[0] || '';  #Solenoid... 
$Species = $ARGV[1] || 'Human'; 
$BlastChromosomeDirectory = "Genomes/$Species"; 
############################### 
use POSIX; 
use Time::HiRes qw(gettimeofday tv_interval); 
$t0 = [gettimeofday]; 
$OutputFile = "../Analysis/$Species/Alignment Results Compiled/Analysis 
Combined/AnalyzedOutput_".$AnalysisGroup."_Combined.txt"; 
open (F, ">> $OutputFile"); 
 

@Files = <"../Analysis/$Species/Alignment Results/*">; 
foreach $File (@Files){ 
 if($File=~ /\.txt/g){ 
  print "Processing File...\n"; 
  @FileParts = split(/\//,$File); 
  $AnalysisFile = $FileParts[-1]; 
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  $AnalysisFile =~ m/chr (.+)\.fa.+$Species\^chr (.+)\.fa\^/g; 
  $AlignmentChromosome = $2; 
  $SourseChromosome = $1; 
open (DNApairs,"../Analysis/$Species/Alignment Results/$AnalysisFile"); 
$FirstLine = <DNApairs>; 
while(<DNApairs>){ 
 %TerminalType=''; 
 $SequenceNumber++; 
 chomp; 
 ($SeqNo,$TotalSeq,$PairedSeq,$StartEndPos,$AllPositions) = split(/\|/,$_); 
 $OverallPairedSequences+= $PairedSeq;  #Overall Paired Sequences 
 $OverallTotalSequences+= $TotalSeq;   #Overall Total Sequences 
 if($PairedSeq>0){$OverallCountPairedSeq++;} 
 if($TotalSeq>0){$OverallCountTotalSeq++;} 
 while($StartEndPos =~ m/\[(\d{3,4})\]/g){ 
  push(@OverallLengths,$1); 
  push(@Lengths,$1);    #Finds Lengths of Paired Hits 
 } 
 while($StartEndPos =~ m/\[(\d{1,2})\]/g){ 
  $MatchCodeTotal{$1}++;   #Overall Count of each Match 
Code 
 } 
 #Collect Start-End Sequences 
 while($StartEndPos =~ m/(\d+)\(.+\).(\d+)\(.+\)\[\d+\]\[\d+\]/g){ 
  push(@OverallPairedPositions,$AlignmentChromosome."|".$1."-".$2); 
 } 
 
 if($#OverallLengths>0){ 
  my @OverallLengths = sort{$a<=>$b} @OverallLengths; 
  $ThisRangeMin = $OverallLengths[0]; 
  $ThisRangeMax = $OverallLengths[-1]; 
  $ThisRange = $ThisRangeMax-$ThisRangeMin; 
  $OverallRange{$ThisRange}++; 
  $OverallMultipleHits++; 
 } 
 $OverallPairCounts{$PairedSeq}++; #Overall Count of number of Paired Sequence 
Hits 
 @OverallLengths = (); 
  
 #Identify singular Terminal types 
 while($AllPositions =~ m/\((\d{1})\)/g){ 
  $TerminalType{$1}++;  #TerminalType{4}=5; 
 } 
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 my @Terminals = sort {$b <=> $a} keys %TerminalType; 
 

 foreach $ThisTerminal (@Terminals){  
  $TotalTerminalCount{$ThisTerminal}+=$TerminalType{$ThisTerminal}; 
 } 
 #print $SeqNo.":".$#Terminals."\n"; 
 #print "$SingularMatchCode[0]\n"; 
 if ($#Terminals == 1) {     #Overall Count of Single 
Terminals Based on Terminal Type 
  $SingularTerminalCount{$Terminals[0]}++; 
 
 $TotalSingularTerminalCount{$Terminals[0]}+=$TerminalType{$Terminals[0]}; 
 # print "$SingularMatchCode[0]\n"; 
 } 
 while($AllPositions =~ m/(\d{1,14})\(/g){ 
  push(@EndofNucleosomePositions,$AlignmentChromosome."|".$1);  
  #TerminalType{4}=5; 
 } 
} 
} 
} 
print "Writing to Output File...\n"; 
print F "Sequences:$SequenceNumber\n"; 
print F "Overall Paired Hits:$OverallPairedSequences\n"; 
print F "Overall Sequences with at least one Paired Hits:$OverallCountPairedSeq\n"; 
print F "Overall Total Hits:$OverallTotalSequences\n"; 
print F "Overall Sequences with at least one Hit:$OverallCountTotalSeq\n"; 
print F "MatchCodes:"; 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %MatchCodeTotal){ 
 print F "$key|$MatchCodeTotal{$key},"; 
} 
print F "\n"; 
print F "Singluar Terminal Counts: "; #Overall Counts of Each End Terminal Match where 
only 1 hit occured 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %SingularTerminalCount){ 
 print F "$key|$SingularTerminalCount{$key},"; 
} 
print F "\n"; 
print F "Total Count of Each Terminal Type: "; #Overall Counts of Each End Terminal Match 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %TotalSingularTerminalCount){ 
 print F "$key|$TotalSingularTerminalCount{$key},"; 
} 
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print F "\n"; 
print F "Total Terminal Counts: "; 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %TotalTerminalCount){ 
 print F "$key|$TotalTerminalCount{$key},"; 
} 
print F "\n"; 
@Lengths = sort(@Lengths); 
print F "Lengths: @Lengths\n"; 
print F "Pair Counts:"; 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %OverallPairCounts){ 
 print F "$key|$OverallPairCounts{$key},"; 
} 
print F "\n"; 
print F "Average Differences in Paired Hit Lengths:\n"; 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %OverallPairedDiff){ 
 print F "$key|$OverallPairedDiff{$key},"; 
} 
print F "\n"; 
print F "Paired Hit Length Ranges Out of ($OverallMultipleHits):"; 
foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %OverallRange){ 
 print F "$key|$OverallRange{$key},"; 
} 
print F "\n"; 
@OverallPairedPositions = sort(@OverallPairedPositions); 
print F "All Paired Terminal Positions: @OverallPairedPositions"; 
print F "\n"; 
@EndofNucleosomePositions = sort(@EndofNucleosomePositions); 
print F "End of All Nucleosome Positions: @EndofNucleosomePositions"; 
close (F); 

 

Significant Paired Hits 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Identifies the number of significant paired hits based on a Signal-Noise Ratio 
# 
use POSIX; 
use GD; 
use GD::Text; 
$CompiledFile=$ARGV[0]; 
$Species=$ARGV[5] || "Human"; 
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#################################################### 
print "Reading Lengths from Analysis File\n"; 
open (DNApairs,"../Analysis/Human/Alignment Results Compiled/Analysis 
Combined/AnalyzedOutput_".$CompiledFile."_Combined.txt"); 
while(<DNApairs>){ 
 chomp; 
 if($_=~m/Lengths/g){ 
  while($_=~m/(\d+)/g){ 
   $PairedLengthValues{$1}++; 
 if($PairedLengthValues{$1}>$MaxCount){$MaxCount=$PairedLengthValues{$1};} 
  } 
 } 
} 
##################################################### 
@SortedPairedLengths = sort { $a <=> $b } keys(%PairedLengthValues); 
@Heights = sort { $a <=> $b } values(%PairedLengthValues); 
@NRL= (159,170,178,188,196,206,217); 
$SignalNoiseRatio=$Heights[-1]*.01;   #1% Max value 
if($SignalNoiseRatio<1){$SignalNoiseRatio=1;} 
#print "$SignalNoiseRatio\n\n"; 
$NucleosomeSize = 147;   #Number of base pairs per nucleosome 
$MaxDNALength = $ARGV[2] || 4687;#$SortedPairedLengths[-1];    #Either Read from 
command line or take longest fragment from analysis file 
$MinDNALength = $ARGV[3] || $NucleosomeSize*2; 
##################################################### 
 

for($i=$MinDNALength;$i<=$MaxDNALength;$i++){ 
 if($PairedLengthValues{$i}>=$SignalNoiseRatio){ 
  $SignificantPairedHit+=$PairedLengthValues{$i}; 
  print "$i - $PairedLengthValues{$i}\n"; 
 }  ##Work on this line 
} 
print "Count Cutoff:$SignalNoiseRatio\n"; 
print $SignificantPairedHit; 

Paired Hit Peak Nucleosome Graph 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Creates Count vs. DNA Length Graph with Nucleosome Arrays below 
# 
use POSIX; 
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use GD; 
use GD::Text; 
$Model = $ARGV[0]; 
$SequenceFile = "../Sequence Files/$ARGV[1]"; 
$Species=$ARGV[5] || "Human"; 
#################################################### 
open (SEQ, $SequenceFile); 
while(<SEQ>){ 
   while($_=~m/>(\S+).+length=(\d+)/g){ 
   $Discontinuous{$1}=$2; 
 } 
} 
close (SEQ); 
print "Reading Lengths from Analysis File\n"; 
open (DNApairs,"../Analysis/Human/Alignment Results Compiled/Combined 
Lengths/".$Model."_Combined Lengths.txt"); 
while(<DNApairs>){ 
 chomp; 
 my($SeqID,$LengthString)=split(/:/, $_); 
 @Lengths=split(/,/,$LengthString); 
 foreach $Length (@Lengths){ 
  if($Discontinuous{$SeqID}!=$Length){ 
   $DiscontinuousNo++; 
   $PairedLengthValues{$Length}++; 
 if($PairedLengthValues{$Length}>$MaxCount){$MaxCount=$PairedLengthValues{$L
ength};} 
  } 
 } 
} 
##################################################### 
@SortedPairedLengths = sort { $a <=> $b } keys(%PairedLengthValues); 
@Heights = sort { $a <=> $b } values(%PairedLengthValues); 
print scalar(@Heights)."\n"; 
$Mean=eval(join("+",@Heights))/scalar(@Heights); 
foreach $Height(@Heights){ 
 $DiffSquared+=($Height-$Mean)**2; 
} 
$SD=sqrt($DiffSquared/scalar(@Heights)); 
if($SD>0){$SNR=$Mean/$SD;} 
@NRL= (159,170,178,188,196,206,217); 
$SignalNoiseRatio=$ARGV[6] || $Heights[-1]*.01;   #1% Max value 
if($SignalNoiseRatio>$MaxCount){$MaxCount=$SignalNoiseRatio;} 
if($SignalNoiseRatio<1){$SignalNoiseRatio=1;} 
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#print "$SignalNoiseRatio\n\n"; 
$TopMargin = 100; 
$BottomMargin = 100; 
$LeftMargin = 1500; 
$RightMargin = 500; 
$TitleHeight = 1000; 
$ChartAreaY = 3000; 
$XAxisLabel = 1000; 
$BasePairWidth = $ARGV[4] || 2; 
$NucleosomeHeight = 80*$BasePairWidth;   #Multiply by BasePairWidth to 
keep Nucleosome somewhat to scale 
$DNALineWidth= 20*$BasePairWidth;    #Multiply by BasePairWidth to 
keep Nucleosome somewhat to scale 
$NucleosomeArraySpacing = 150; 
$NucleosomeSize = 147;   #Number of base pairs per nucleosome 
$MaxDNALength = $ARGV[2] || 4687;#$SortedPairedLengths[-1];    #Either Read from 
command line or take longest fragment from analysis file 
$MinDNALength = $ARGV[3] || $NucleosomeSize*2; 
$Nucleosomes = ceil(($MaxDNALength-$NucleosomeSize)/$NRL[-1])+1; 
$NucleosomeAreaHeight = scalar(@NRL)*$NucleosomeHeight+(scalar(@NRL)-
1)*$NucleosomeArraySpacing; 
$NucleosomeAreaWidth = (($Nucleosomes-1)*$NRL[-1]+$NucleosomeSize)*$BasePairWidth; 
$ChartAreaX = ($MaxDNALength-$MinDNALength)*$BasePairWidth;  
$ChartStartX = $LeftMargin+$MinDNALength*$BasePairWidth;   
 #Left side of chart 
$ChartStartY = $TopMargin+$TitleHeight+$ChartAreaY;     
 #Bottom of Chart 
$NucleosomeAreaX = $LeftMargin; 
$NucleosomeAreaY = $TopMargin+$TitleHeight+$ChartAreaY+$XAxisLabel; 
$ImageHeight = 
$TopMargin+$TitleHeight+$ChartAreaY+$XAxisLabel+$NucleosomeAreaHeight+$BottomMar
gin; 
$ImageWidth = $LeftMargin+$NucleosomeAreaWidth+$RightMargin; 
$ChartLineWidth = 20*$BasePairWidth/2; 
$ChartLineLength = 150; 
##################################################### 
$myImage = new GD::Image($ImageWidth,$ImageHeight); 
$Background = $myImage->colorAllocate(255,255,255);   #White 
$NucleosomeColor = $myImage->colorAllocate(250,115,0);  #Orange 
$NucleosomeTopColor = $myImage->colorAllocate(246,178,120); #Light Orange 
$DNAColor = $myImage->colorAllocate(0,0,0);     #Black 
$ChartDataPoints = $myImage->colorAllocate(132,0,144);  #Purple 
$Black = $myImage->colorAllocate(0,0,0);     #Black 
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$Red = $myImage->colorAllocate(255,0,0);     #Red 
print "Creating Graph\n"; 
 

#Create Graph 
$myImage->filledRectangle($ChartStartX,$ChartStartY,$ImageWidth-
$RightMargin,$ChartStartY+$ChartLineWidth,$Black);  #Bottom Of Chart 
$myImage->filledRectangle($ChartStartX-$ChartLineWidth,$ChartStartY+$ChartLineWidth-
$ChartAreaY,$ChartStartX,$ChartStartY+$ChartLineWidth,$Black);  #Left of Chart 
#Y Axis Hashes 
$YAxisHashes=ceil(log($MaxCount)/log(10))+1; 
if($YAxisHashes<2){$YAxisHashes=2;} 
$myImage->filledRectangle($ChartStartX,$ChartStartY-$ChartLineWidth/2-
(log($SignalNoiseRatio)/log(10)*$ChartAreaY/($YAxisHashes-1)),$ImageWidth-
$RightMargin,$ChartStartY-(log($SignalNoiseRatio)/log(10)*$ChartAreaY/($YAxisHashes-
1)),$Red);  #Threshold 
for($i=0;$i<$YAxisHashes;$i++){ 
 $BottomHash = $ChartStartY+$ChartLineWidth - $ChartAreaY/($YAxisHashes-1)*$i; 
 $Text = 10**$i;   #Use when large text is available 
 print "Side Hash Values: $Text\n"; 
 $myImage->filledRectangle($ChartStartX-$ChartLineLength,$BottomHash-
$ChartLineWidth,$ChartStartX,$BottomHash,$Black);  #Right of Chart 
 $myImage->string(gdLargeFont,$ChartStartX-$ChartLineLength-
100,$BottomHash,$Text,$Black); 
# $myImage->stringTTF($Black,$courier,12,0,$ChartStartX-$ChartLineLength-
100,$BottomHash,$Text);     #Will use when libgd works  
} 
print "\n"; 
#X Axis Hashes 
$XAxisHashes=5; 
$MagnitudeDNA = floor(log($MaxDNALength)/log(10)); 
$HashDifference = 
floor(($MaxDNALength)/10**$MagnitudeDNA)*10**$MagnitudeDNA/$XAxisHashes; 
 print "Bottom Hash Values: $MinDNALength\n"; 
$myImage->filledRectangle($ChartStartX-
$ChartLineWidth,$ChartStartY+$ChartLineWidth,$ChartStartX-
$ChartLineWidth+$ChartLineWidth,$ChartStartY+$ChartLineWidth+$ChartLineLength,$Black)
;  #Right of Chart 
 for($i=1;($i*$HashDifference)<=$MaxDNALength;$i++){ 
  $j=$i; 
  while($j*$HashDifference<=$MinDNALength){$j++;} 
 $myImage-
>filledRectangle($LeftMargin+$HashDifference*$j*$BasePairWidth,$ChartStartY+$ChartLine
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Width,$LeftMargin+$ChartLineWidth+$HashDifference*$j*$BasePairWidth,$ChartStartY+$Ch
artLineWidth+$ChartLineLength,$Black);  #Right of Chart 
 print "Bottom Hash Values: ". ($j*$HashDifference) ."\n"; 
 $i=$j; 
} 
for($j=0;$j<scalar(@NRL);$j++){  
 $cy=($NucleosomeArraySpacing+$NucleosomeHeight)*$j; 
 $myImage-
>filledRectangle($NucleosomeAreaX,$NucleosomeAreaY+$cy+$NucleosomeHeight/2-
$DNALineWidth/2,$NucleosomeAreaX+$NRL[$j]*($Nucleosomes-
1)*$BasePairWidth+$NucleosomeSize*$BasePairWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$cy+$Nucleosome
Height/2+$DNALineWidth/2,$DNAColor); 
} 
#Plot Data Points 
$poly = new GD::Polygon; 
$poly->addPt($LeftMargin+$MinDNALength*$BasePairWidth,$ChartStartY); #Bottom 
Bounding Start Point 
$myImage->setStyle($ChartDataPoints,$ChartDataPoints,gdTransparent,gdTransparent); 
for($i=$MinDNALength;$i<=$MaxDNALength;$i++){ 
 $x1=$LeftMargin+$i*$BasePairWidth;    #Each Bar is width of Pixel Multiplier 
 if($PairedLengthValues{$i}>0){ 
  $y1=$ChartStartY-
(log($PairedLengthValues{$i})/log(10)*$ChartAreaY/($YAxisHashes-1)); 
 } 
 else{$y1=$ChartStartY;} 
 $poly->addPt($x1,$y1); 
 if($PairedLengthValues{$i}>=$SignalNoiseRatio){ 
  $myImage-
>filledRectangle($x1,$NucleosomeAreaY,$x1+$BasePairWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$Nucleoso
meAreaHeight,$ChartDataPoints); 
  print "$i - $PairedLengthValues{$i}\n"; 
 }  ##Work on this line 
} 
 $poly->addPt($LeftMargin+$MaxDNALength*$BasePairWidth,$ChartStartY);
 #Bottom Bounding End Point 
 $myImage->filledPolygon($poly,$ChartDataPoints); 
#Create Nucleosome Array with DNA  
for($j=0;$j<scalar(@NRL);$j++){  
 $cy=($NucleosomeArraySpacing+$NucleosomeHeight)*$j; 
# $myImage-
>filledRectangle($NucleosomeAreaX,$NucleosomeAreaY+$cy+$NucleosomeHeight/2-
$DNALineWidth/2,$NucleosomeAreaX+$NRL[$j]*($Nucleosomes-
1)*$BasePairWidth+$NucleosomeSize*$BasePairWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$cy+$Nucleosome
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Height/2+$DNALineWidth/2,$DNAColor); 
 for($i=0;$i<$Nucleosomes;$i++){ 
  $myImage-
>filledRectangle($NucleosomeAreaX+$NRL[$j]*$i*$BasePairWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$Nuc
leosomeHeight/2*(1/3)+$cy,$NucleosomeAreaX+$NRL[$j]*$i*$BasePairWidth+$NucleosomeS
ize*$BasePairWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$NucleosomeHeight/2*(1/3)+$NucleosomeHeight*(2/
3)+$cy,$NucleosomeColor); 
  $myImage-
>filledEllipse($NucleosomeAreaX+($NucleosomeSize*$BasePairWidth/2)+$NRL[$j]*$i*$Base
PairWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$NucleosomeHeight/2*(1/3)+$cy,$NucleosomeSize*$BasePair
Width,$NucleosomeHeight*(1/3),$NucleosomeTopColor); 
  $myImage-
>filledArc($NucleosomeAreaX+($NucleosomeSize*$BasePairWidth/2)+$NRL[$j]*$i*$BasePai
rWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY+$NucleosomeHeight/2*(1/3)+$NucleosomeHeight*(2/3)+$cy,$Nucl
eosomeSize*$BasePairWidth,$NucleosomeHeight*(1/3),0,180,$NucleosomeColor); 
 } 
} 
$myImage->filledRectangle($ChartStartX-
$ChartLineWidth,$NucleosomeAreaY,$ChartStartX,$NucleosomeAreaY+$NucleosomeAreaHei
ght,$Black);  #Left of Chart 
open(IMG, ">../Analysis/$Species/Alignment Results Compiled/Nucleosome 
Map/NucleosomeGraph-Discontinuous-$Model-$MinDNALength-$MaxDNALength.gif"); 
binmode IMG; 
print IMG $myImage->gif; 
close IMG; 
print $DiscontinuousNo; 

 

Unknown Sequence Blocks in Chromosomes 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this file to extract the N block positions within each chromosome 
# 
##############################################################################
# 
@ChromosomeFiles = 
('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10','11','12','13','14','15','16','17','18','19','20','21','22','X','Y'); 
print scalar(@ChromosomeFiles); 
foreach $Chromosome (@ChromosomeFiles){ 
 print "Processing Chr $Chromosome...\n"; 
 open (F, ">> ../Genomes/N-Positions-chr $Chromosome.txt"); 
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 use File::Slurp;    
 $Chromosome = read_file("../Genomes/Human/chr $Chromosome.fa");  #Read entire file 
into string 
 $Chromosome =~ tr/ACTGN//cd;   #Only Allows ACTGN from Genome File, deletes 
everything else 
 study $Chromosome; 
 while($Chromosome =~ m/(N+)/g){ 
  print F pos($Chromosome)-length($1)."-".length($1)."\n"; 
 } 
 close(F) 
 

Chromosome Length 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this file to identify the length of each chromosome 
# 
############################### 
############################### 
$OutputFile = "../Genomes/Human".".txt"; 
open (F, ">> $OutputFile"); 
@Files = <../Genomes/Human/*>; 
foreach $File (@Files){ 
print $File."\n"; 
  $File=~/chr.(.+)\.fa/g; 
  $Chromosome=$1; 
use File::Slurp;     
$ChromosomeF = read_file($File);  #Read entire file into string 
$ChromosomeF =~ tr/ACTGN//cd;   #Only Allows ACTGN from Genome File, deletes 
everything else 
$OriginalLength= length($ChromosomeF); 
$ChromosomeF=~tr/ATCG//cd; 
$SequencedLength=length($ChromosomeF); 
print F "$Chromosome|$OriginalLength|$SequencedLength\n"; 
print "$Chromosome|$OriginalLength|$SequencedLength\n"; 
} 
close(F); 
 

Sequence Coverage on Chromosomes 
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#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this file to extract the DNA seqence for the given chromosome positions 
# 
##############################################################################
# 
##############################################################################
# 
@SequenceFiles = <"../Sequence Files/Create Chromosome/*">; 
$ChromosomeDivisions=25000; #This number divided into 250,000,000 will be width of biggest 
chromosome 
%ChromosomeSize = ( 
'1',249250621, 
'10',135534750, 
'11',135006519, 
'12',133851898, 
'13',115169881, 
'14',107349543, 
'15',102531395, 
'16',90354756, 
'17',81195213, 
'18',78077251, 
'19',59128986, 
'2',243199376, 
'20',63025523, 
'21',48129898, 
'22',51304569, 
'3',198022430, 
'4',191154279, 
'5',180915263, 
'6',171115070, 
'7',159138666, 
'8',146364025, 
'9',141213434, 
'X',155270563, 
'Y',59373569 
); 
%ChromosomeOrder2 = ( 
'1',0, 
'10',9, 
'11',10, 
'12',11, 
'13',12, 
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'14',13, 
'15',14, 
'16',15, 
'17',16, 
'18',17, 
'19',18, 
'2',1, 
'20',19, 
'21',20, 
'22',21, 
'3',2, 
'4',3, 
'5',4, 
'6',5, 
'7',6, 
'8',7, 
'9',8, 
'X',22, 
'Y',23 
); 
@ChromosomeOrder = 
('1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9','10','11','12','13','14','15','16','17','18','19','20','21','22','X','Y'); 
########################Baseline Values######################################## 
##############################################################################
# 
use POSIX; 
use GD; 
use GD::Text; 
$OutputFile = "../Analysis/$Species/Alignment Results/Extracted Sequences/Paired Hits from 
$AnalysisFile"; 
$myImage = new GD::Image(11000,6000); 
$Background = $myImage->colorAllocate(255,255,255);   #White 
$Target = $myImage->colorAllocate(0,0,0);     #Black 
$ChromosomeColor = $myImage->colorAllocate(132,0,144);  #Purple 
$NColor = $myImage->colorAllocate(255,0,0);  #Purple 
$LeftMargin=500; 
$TopMargin=750; 
$ChromosomeHeight = 150; 
$ChromosomeSpacing = 60; 
$ChromosomeLineWidth =10; 
for($i=0;$i<scalar(@ChromosomeOrder);$i++){ 
 $myImage-
>filledRectangle($LeftMargin,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing),$
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LeftMargin+$ChromosomeLineWidth,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSp
acing)+$ChromosomeHeight,$ChromosomeColor);  #Left of Chromosome 
 $myImage-
>filledRectangle($LeftMargin,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing),$
LeftMargin+ceil($ChromosomeSize{$ChromosomeOrder[$i]}/$ChromosomeDivisions)+2*$Chr
omosomeLineWidth,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing)+$Chromos
omeLineWidth,$ChromosomeColor);  #Top of Chromosome 
 $myImage-
>filledRectangle($LeftMargin,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing)+
$ChromosomeHeight,$LeftMargin+ceil($ChromosomeSize{$ChromosomeOrder[$i]}/$Chromos
omeDivisions)+2*$ChromosomeLineWidth,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$Chromoso
meSpacing)+$ChromosomeLineWidth+$ChromosomeHeight,$ChromosomeColor);  #Bottom of 
Chromosome 
 $myImage-
>filledRectangle($LeftMargin+ceil($ChromosomeSize{$ChromosomeOrder[$i]}/$Chromosome
Divisions)+$ChromosomeLineWidth,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpa
cing),$LeftMargin+ceil($ChromosomeSize{$ChromosomeOrder[$i]}/$ChromosomeDivisions)+
2*$ChromosomeLineWidth,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing)+$C
hromosomeLineWidth+$ChromosomeHeight,$ChromosomeColor);  #Right of Chromosome 
} 
foreach $File (@SequenceFiles){ 
%TargetChromosome = (); 
undef @NucleotidePositions; 
undef @NPositions; 
undef @NLengths; 
if($File=~ /\.txt/g){ 
 @FileParts = split(/\//,$File); 
 $SequenceFile = $FileParts[-1]; 
 $SequenceFile =~ m/(.+)\_chr (.+)\.fa/g; 
 $Model=$1; 
 $Chromosome=$2; 
  
 open(SEQUENCEFILE, "../Sequence Files/Create Chromosome/$SequenceFile"); 
 while(<SEQUENCEFILE>){ 
  if($_=~m/^\>/g){ 
   $_=~m/Position=(\d+)/g; 
   push(@NucleotidePositions,$1); 
  } 
 } 
 close (SEQUENCEFILE); 
 foreach $NucleotidePosition (@NucleotidePositions){ 
 $ChromosomePosition=floor($NucleotidePosition/$ChromosomeDivisions); 
 $TargetChromosome{$ChromosomePosition}++; 
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 } 
  
 open(NFILE, "../Genomes/N-Positions-chr $Chromosome.txt"); 
 while(<NFILE>){ 
  $_=~m/(\d+)-(\d+)/g; 
  $NLength=ceil($2/$ChromosomeDivisions); 
  $NPosition=floor($1/$ChromosomeDivisions); 
  $i = $ChromosomeOrder2{$Chromosome}; 
  $myImage-
>filledRectangle($LeftMargin+$ChromosomeLineWidth+$NPosition,1+$TopMargin+$i*($Chro
mosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing)+$ChromosomeLineWidth,$LeftMargin+$Chromosome
LineWidth+$NPosition+$NLength,$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpaci
ng)+$ChromosomeHeight-1,$NColor);  
 } 
 #Add Sequence lines to chromosomes 
 foreach $key (sort {$a<=>$b} keys %TargetChromosome){ 
  $i = $ChromosomeOrder2{$Chromosome}; 
  $myImage-
>line($LeftMargin+$ChromosomeLineWidth+$key,1+$TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$
ChromosomeSpacing)+$ChromosomeLineWidth,$LeftMargin+$ChromosomeLineWidth+$key,$
TopMargin+$i*($ChromosomeHeight+$ChromosomeSpacing)+$ChromosomeHeight-
1,$Target); 
 } 
} 
} 
open(IMG, ">Chromosome-$Model.gif"); 
binmode IMG; 
print IMG $myImage->gif; 
close IMG; 

 

Color/Heat Map of Alignments 
 

#!/usr/bin/perl 
# 
#Use this to generate a color map based on hit patterns 
# 
##############################################################################
# 
use GD; 
use GD::Text; 
# draw the rectangle, filling it with the pattern 
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$Model= $ARGV[0]; 
%ChromosomeArrayLookup = 
("1",0,"2",1,"3",2,"4",3,"5",4,"6",5,"7",6,"8",7,"9",8,"10",9,"11",10,"12",11,"13",12,"14",13,"15"
,14,"16",15,"17",16,"18",17,"19",18,"20",19,"21",20,"22",21,"X",22,"Y",23); 
@Chromosomes = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,"X","Y"); 
$TotalHitsGridArray[23][23] = ''; 
$SeqHitsGridArray[23][23] = ''; 
$TotalPairedHitsGridArray[23][23] = ''; 
$SeqPairedGridArray[23][23] = ''; 
@Files = <"../Analysis/Human/Alignment Results Compiled/Color Map/Analysis Files/*">; 
foreach $File (@Files){ 
 if($File=~ /\.txt/g){ 
  @FileParts = split(/\//,$File); 
  $AnalysisFile = $FileParts[-1]; 
  $AnalysisFile =~ m/chr.(.+)\.fa.+chr.(.+)\.fa/g; 
  $SeqChrom = $1; 
  $AlignChrom = $2; 
 # print $SeqChrom."-".$AlignChrom."\n"; 
  open (DNApairs,"$File");  
  while(<DNApairs>){ 
   chomp; 
   @ThisLine = split(/:/, $_); 
   $AnalysisInfo{$ThisLine[0]}=$ThisLine[1]; 
  } 
  $i = $ChromosomeArrayLookup{$SeqChrom};      #$i   is Seq 
Chromosome = column 
  $j = $ChromosomeArrayLookup{$AlignChrom};  #$j   is 
Align Chromosome = row 
 $SeqNumber[$i][$j] = $AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'}; 
 

 if($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Total Hits'}>$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'}){
 $TotalHitsValue = ($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Total Hits'}-
$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'})/2+$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'};} 
 else{$TotalHitsValue = $AnalysisInfo{'Overall Total Hits'};} 
 

 if($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at least one 
Hit'}>$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'}){$SeqHits = ($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at least 
one Hit'}-$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'})/2+$AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at least one 
Hit'};} 
 else{$SeqHits = $AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at least one Hit'};} 
  
 if($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Paired 
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Hits'}>$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'}){$TotalPairedHitsValue = ($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Paired 
Hits'}-$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'})/2+$AnalysisInfo{'Overall Paired Hits'};} 
 else{$TotalPairedHitsValue = $AnalysisInfo{'Overall Paired Hits'};} 
 

 if($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at least one Paired 
Hits'}>$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'}){$SeqPaired = ($AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at 
least one Paired Hits'}-$AnalysisInfo{'Sequences'})/2+$AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at 
least one Paired Hits'};} 
 else{$SeqPaired = $AnalysisInfo{'Overall Sequences with at least one Paired Hits'};} 
 

 $TotalHitsGridArray[$i][$j] = $TotalHitsValue; 
 $SeqHitsGridArray[$i][$j] = $SeqHits; 
 $TotalPairedHitsGridArray[$i][$j] = $TotalPairedHitsValue; 
 $SeqPairedGridArray[$i][$j] = $SeqPaired; 
 } 
} 
$Rows = scalar(@TotalHitsGridArray); 
$Columns = $#{$TotalHitsGridArray[-1]}+1; 
$BoxDimensions = "15"; 
$Xvalue=$BoxDimensions*($Columns+1); 
$Yvalue=$BoxDimensions*($Rows+1); 
@ImageTypes = 
('TotalHitsGridArray','SeqHitsGridArray','TotalPairedHitsGridArray','SeqPairedGridArray'); 
for ($m=0;$m<=$#ImageTypes;$m++){ 
 $myImage = new GD::Image($Xvalue,$Yvalue); 
 $background = $myImage->colorAllocate(255,255,255); 
 $Black = $myImage->colorResolve(0,0,0); 
 

 for ($j=0;$j<=$Rows;$j++){ 
  for($i=0;$i<=$Columns;$i++){ 
   #$This = sprintf "%.0f", 
${$ImageTypes[$m]}[$i][$j]/$SeqNumber[$i][$j]*250;   #125 at cutoffs of  
   #print $This; 
   #print $i."|".$j; 
   if($SeqNumber[$i][$j]==0 || ${$ImageTypes[$m]}[$i][$j]==0){$color= 
$myImage->colorResolve(255,255,255);}    #Seq # or Hits = 0, white... 
   else{ 
 

    $ColorCodeNumber = sprintf "%.0f", 
${$ImageTypes[$m]}[$i][$j]/$SeqNumber[$i][$j]*125;  #Hits/Seq;  250 cutoff allows direct 
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creation of colors; 
    $ColorCodeNumber = $ColorCodeNumber*2; 
 

    if($ColorCodeNumber<250 && 
$ColorCodeNumber>=0){$color = $myImage->colorResolve(250-$ColorCodeNumber,0,0);}   # 
    elsif($ColorCodeNumber>=250 && 
$ColorCodeNumber<500){$color = $myImage->colorResolve(0,$ColorCodeNumber-250,0);} 
    else{$color = $myImage->colorResolve(255,255,0);}  
#Saturated = Yellow 
   } 
   $x1=($i+1)*$BoxDimensions; 
   $y1=($j+1)*$BoxDimensions; 
   $x2=($i+2)*$BoxDimensions; 
   $y2=($j+2)*$BoxDimensions; 
   $myImage->filledRectangle($x1,$y1,$x2,$y2,$color);   
  } 
 } 
 for ($j=1;$j<=$Rows;$j++){ 
  $myImage->string(gdSmallFont,3,$BoxDimensions*$j,$Chromosomes[$j-
1],$Black); 
 } 
 for ($j=1;$j<=$Columns;$j++){ 
  $myImage->string(gdSmallFont,$BoxDimensions*$j+5,0,$Chromosomes[$j-
1],$Black); 
 } 
 open(IMG, ">../Analysis/Human/Alignment Results Compiled/Color Map/$Model-
$ImageTypes[$m].jpeg"); 
 binmode IMG; 
 print IMG $myImage->jpeg(100); 
 close IMG; 
 

} 
#Create Key; 
$KeyHeight=50; 
$myKey = new GD::Image(521,$KeyHeight); 
$background = $myKey->colorAllocate(255,255,255); 
$color = $myKey->colorResolve(255,255,255);  #White = 0 
$myKey->filledRectangle(0,0,10,$KeyHeight,$color); 
$color = $myKey->colorResolve(255,255,0);  #Yellow = Saturated 
$myKey->filledRectangle(511,0,521,$KeyHeight,$color); 
$color = $myKey->colorResolve(0,0,0);  #Black =  
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$myKey->filledRectangle(261,0,262,$KeyHeight,$color); 
 

for($i=0;$i<250;$i++){  
 $i++; 
 $color = $myKey->colorResolve(250-$i,0,0);  #Reds 
 $myKey->filledRectangle($i+10,0,$i+11,$KeyHeight,$color); 
} 
for($i=0;$i<250;$i++){ 
 $i++; 
 $color = $myKey->colorResolve(0,$i,0);  #Greens 
 $myKey->filledRectangle($i+261,0,$i+262,$KeyHeight,$color); 
} 
 open(IMG, ">../Analysis/Human/Alignment Results Compiled/Color Map/$Model-
Key.jpeg"); 
 binmode IMG; 
 print IMG $myKey->jpeg(100); 
 close IMG; 
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